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1 INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW

In March 2016, the City of Winter Haven issued a Request for Qualifications 

for “Master Planning Services for the Chain of Lakes Park” and subsequently 

awarded this Project to a team of consultants led by Envisors, a Division of 

Pennoni. The Project consists of the development of a Master Plan to guide 

the long-term redevelopment and use of the Chain of Lakes Park (COLP). 

The Park consists of the Chain O’ Lakes Complex, Chain of Lakes Stadium and 

major league spring training facilities, park and grounds operation complex, 

and a utility services master lift station. The facility includes a community 

theater and art gallery, gymnasium, class rooms, banquet facilities, 

Olympic-sized swimming pool, and the administrative offices for the City’s 

Parks, Recreation and Culture Department. The property is used frequently 

for cultural and athletic endeavors including baseball tournaments, local 

and regional swim meets and aquatic instructional programs, recreational 

classes, summer camps, Theatre Winter Haven productions, the Ridge Art 

Association gallery, and countless private rentals and banquets.

The purpose of this Project was to prepare a Master Plan for the renovation 

and re-purposing of the existing facilities, as well as the construction of new 

public use facilities. A financial commitment from Polk County Tourism and 

Sports Marketing (PCTSM) to the redevelopment is tied to the envisioned 

construction of a new indoor Field House athletic facility suitable for large 

sports competitions and convention related events drawing participants 

from outside of central Florida. 

It was anticipated that the COLP Master Plan would contain the following 

components, and could be phased to accommodate budget constraints 

and potential near-term needs for the proposed Field House facility:

• Field House

• Renovations of the Existing Complex Facility

• Tournament Sports Fields

• Lakefront Park

• Access Improvements

• Parking

• Stormwater Management and Lakefront Restoration

• Future Commercial Development Parcels, if space permits

Envisors coordinated the services of its professional subconsultants for this 

Project as needed to meet the City’s objectives and fulfill the Scope of 

Services. The design team includes:

• Envisors, a Division of Pennoni

• S&ME

• WMB Architecture

• EwingCole Architects

• Crossroads Consulting Services

A three-pronged approach was used to create the Master Plan, with a 

Discovery Phase that included site visits to comparable facilities, community 

and user stakeholder interviews, programming sessions, a market evaluation, 

and a presentation of findings; a Design Phase consisting of a two-day 

Design Charrette, the generation of concept plan alternatives and a Final 

Master Plan with a Phase One, a preliminary opinion of probable costs, an 

economic strategy, a traffic study, and a second presentation of findings; 

and a Documentation Phase as the culmination of the work which resulted 

in the preparation of this Master Plan Report summarizing the entire planning 

process.  

This Master Plan Report documents the master planning process and 

summarizes the final design solutions with supporting narrative and graphics 

which have been developed throughout the process.  The following pages 

and work products are presented chronologically, tracking the design 

process, and conclude with the Master Plan and Phase One Development 

Plan starting on page 52.  
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Introduction & Overview

SITE LOCATION

The City-owned Chain of Lakes Park (COLP) Site encompasses 69+ 
acres bounded by US Highway 17 to the west, 1st Street South to 
the east, Cypress Gardens Boulevard/SR 540 to the north, and Lake 
Lulu to the south.   The commercial parcels on the northeast and 
northwest corners of the park are privately owned.  Roadways on the 
west and northern property line are owned and maintained by the 
Florida Department of Transportation.  Commercial and residential 
properties west of the park utilize 1st Street as their ingress/egress.

SITE HISTORY

In the 1940’s and 50’s, the northern portion site was planted as citrus 
groves while the southern portion remained undeveloped.   By the 
mid-1960’s the groves had been replaced by the Orange Dome 
Fairground, the spring training facility, practice fields, and the City’s 
primary wastewater treatment plant.

In 1975, the existing recreation center (the Chain of Lakes Complex) 
was constructed featuring a community center, gymnasium, 
art gallery, community theater, meeting and banquet rooms, 
classrooms, “Rowdy” Gaines Olympic Pool, and Parks, Recreation 
and Culture Department Administrative Offices.  The southern four 
ball fields appear to have been constructed at about the same time.  

In the late 1970’s, the wastewater treatment plant was demolished.  
Anecdotal evidence indicates much of the rubble from the plant 
demolition was buried in place.  The old administration building and 
pump station still remain onsite and are slated for replacement later 
this year.

The seventh ball field, located just south of the wastewater pump 
station, was constructed in the late 1980’s.

In 2012, the Orange Dome Fairgrounds were demolished and 
replaced with a privately owned commercial development (The 
Landings, Phase 1).
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Central Florida Site Visits     |     October 14, 2016

On Friday October 14th, members of the design team and client agencies 
participated in a regional tour to look at facilities and sites that were comparable 
to the Chain of Lakes Park.  The purpose of these visits was to get an understanding 
of current facilities and trends and to gain an understanding of operational 
requirements of similar facilities.  These lessons and observations could then be 
applied to the design of the Chain of Lakes Park facility.    

Participants in the site tour included:

Scott Eilers
Athletics Superintendent (City of Winter Haven)

Travis Edwards, 
Parks Recreation & Culture Director (City of Winter Haven)

Eric Labbe
Planning Manager (City of Winter Haven)

Marc Zimmerman
Senior Sales and Events Manager (Polk Co. Sports Marketing)

Nelson Shaffer
Senior Transportation Engineer (Envisors, A Division of Pennoni)

Beth Evans
Office Director, Project Manager (Envisors, A Division of Pennoni)

Steve Elias
Project Engineer (Envisors, A Division of Pennoni)

Jay Hood
Director of Landscape Architecture (S&ME)

Bruce Hall
Principal Landscape Architect (S&ME)

Steve Boyington
Managing Partner (WMB Architecture)

Bill McCullough
Principal (EwingCole Architects)

Each participant was provided with a workbook outlining the facility program, 
an aerial of the site and observational questions.  Participants were asked to fill 
out these questionnaires during the site tours and these notes were compiled and 
incorporated into this document.  

2 SITE TOURS
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Program:

• Baseball Quadraplex - 4 professional sized fields and 
a practice infield

• Championship Baseball Stadium - bleacher and 
grass seating

• ESPN Clubhouse Shop (giftshop)
• ESPN Wide World of Sports Grill - restaurant
• Marathon Sports Fields - 17 fields that host soccer, 

football, lacrosse, etc. 
• HP Field House - 70,000+ SF 5,000-seat field house can 

accommodate basketball, volleyball, gymnastics, 
cheer and dance, etc.

• Jostens Center - home to multiple national 
championships as well as numerous health and 
fitness expos

• Softball Diamondplex - 6 softball fields
• Tennis Complex - 10 clay courts including a 1,000-

seat Centre Court Stadium
• New Balance Track and Field Complex - 9-lane 

track, 500 seat competition facility, 0.7 mile wooded 
trail for cross country

• Welcome Center 
• ESPN Sports Box Office
• Size: 256 acres

Parking (approximate):  

• 550 paved spaces (including 60 H/C spaces)
• 363 paved double loaded spaces for buses (726 car 

spaces)
• 2,800 grass parking spaces

Year Constructed: 

• Opened in 1997

Revenue Generation:

• Approx. $125 million

Other Facts:

• Plans for 160,000 SF 100-lane bowling stadium (on hold)
• Plans for a new indoor sports venue for cheerleading 

and dance competitions to accommodate 8,000 fans 
(expected completion by December 2017)

ESPN WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS
Osceola County, FL

Observations

1) Access/Parking/Circulation 

• Two paved lots (surface), large 
grass overflow lots

• Tram transit for large events
• Parking is far from activity; remote 

to the majority of the complex; long 
walk with equipment, coolers and 
little kids = not good

• Consider distributed parking

• Great curbside access/signage; 
circular drop off

• One-way aisles
• Wide, walkable entrance plaza – 

entry green
• Central pedestrian spine is good 

but current design requires parked 
visitors to cross entry drive to 
pedestrian spine

2) Engineering/Landscape/Architecture 

• Coquina rock adjacent to 
diamond entrance

• Walkways – good for maintenance 
carts, player cleat, eliminating 
ruts, drainage percolation.  Bad – 
grading O&M, vendor setup messy

• Common areas – VIP party, 
temporary offices, staging

• Wayfinding – signs/listing good

• Entrance kiosk
• Flexible space – lighting/

scoreboards
• Consistent theme
• High maintenance landscape; 

consider natural and easily 
maintainable solutions

• Offsite sod

3) Distinguishing Features

• Digital kiosk with 4 screens; digital 
signage/displays

• Retractable seating, goal storage
• A lot of flexibility
• Obviously over the top; massive
• Music playing outside
• Consistent architecture
• New performance venue – geared 

to cheerleading

• Gravitas - Iconic photo 
opportunities, ‘wow’ factor; 
branding and campus continuity

• Box office/ ‘retail’ at entrance
• Lockers for visitors
• Busiest times of year – holidays and 

weekends except June – 2nd week 
in August

• Approach/entry
• Field overlook

4) Biggest Takeaway 

• Josten Center approx. $25 million 
10 years ago – need more lockers 
(4 now), offices, staging

• Josten Center more the scale of 
WH vs. HP Fieldhouse

• Approx. 5,000 seats = $50 million 
cost for field house ($10K per seat)

• Artificial grass too hot (melt ref’s 
shoes in summer)

• Working on more spectator shade 
at program (all fields)

• Need for more multipurpose areas
• Storage not as big as expected
• Multipurpose compromises 

authentic sports experience

• Flexibility/maintain identity
• Money is no object; they spend lots 

of $$$
• Lots of TVs/digital
• Lots of concession areas
• Loading/setup
• Bathrooms outside the gate
• Sense of arrival – icon globe; 

experience begins once you enter 
site, not one you are at field

• Restrooms
• Flexibility of overhead lighting 

systems
• TV lighting
• Bigger is NOT always better
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ESPN WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS

5) What ideas could we use on COL? 

• Globe – popular photo spot; strong 
sense of arrival

• Misters for cooling would be nice
• Wide entrance walk w/ box office 

window/retail
• Large walkways
• Movable outside HR fence
• Tournament team detail board 

(movable)
• Wayfinding is great; video 

messaging/wayfinding kiosk; digital 
signage and kiosks

• Fieldhouse removable seating; 
retractable bleachers w/ top 
walkway; split level seating

• Portable main floor

• Support areas for coaches/officials; 
locker rooms/restrooms for athletes 
and ref

• Roll in baskets
• Loading dock; access to fieldhouse
• Concessions/kitchen
• Pads for food trucks
• Baseball field can accommodate 

Little League, Softball, baseball, 
championship stadium (Atlanta 
Braves)

• Trophy cases
• All natural fields? – multi-use 

baseball fields, softball, little league
• Campus audio

6) What do we not want to repeat? 

• Need covered roof over loading 
dock (sun/rain)

• Tennis underutilized (less volume) – 
clay not good for FL

• Sand volleyball bulldozed/ not used
• Need more support rooms/areas 

for refs, lockers (players), for setup; 
use outdoor portables due to lack 
of support areas; non-revenue 
generating but needed

• Need multipurpose rooms in center
• Heavy landscape volume

• 4-diamond ballfield and soccer not 
liked – authentic as soccer feels like 
playing on baseball infield

• Don’t eliminate ball field drainage 
substrate or won’t drain and 
increases recovery time

• Glass on west side
• Don’t need all the detail – keep it 

simple
• Need bathrooms outside of the 

gate
• Mid. Revival Architecture – yuck
• Remote/centralized parking

7) Proximity to retail, lodging and     
     entertainment 

• A/C concessions in field house 
serving ballfields

• Limited retail inside the facility – 
nothing else

• Reasonably close

• Retail w/jerseys, balls, camera 
cards

• Lots of entertainment options = 
need transportation to get there 
(can’t walk)

8) Other

• Portable tents/shade allowed but 
no stakes due to UG utilities

• Charge $17 admission – need for 
O&M

• Pull down shades to keep light out 
of arena

• New 5,000 seat arena for cheer/
dance

• Host Atlanta Braves spring training
• 6 BB courts with mezzanine, locker 

rooms, storage below – fieldhouse

• Tennis complex – declining sports, 
underused

• 17 full size 419 Bermuda MP 
rectangular fields

• Ref locker rooms
• Temporary stalls outside for trailers
• Fieldhouse concessions on edge 

serves outdoor fields
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Program:

• Variety of sizes of shelters and pavilions
• Two playgrounds
• Splashpad
• Lakefront Promenade
• Open green space/Event space
• Rain gardens and native plantings
• Restroom facilities

Size: 27 acres

Parking (approximate):  

• On-street parallel: 52 paved spaces
• On-street angled: 84 paved spaces
• Dedicated parking area: 68 paved (car), 25 paved 

(boat trailer)
• Total paved parking: 204 (car), 25 (boat trailer)
• Overflow parking: 100 turf (boat trailer)

Year Constructed: 

• Opened in 2015

Revenue Generation:

• N/A

Other Facts:

• Cost: $30.7 million

KISSIMMEE LAKEFRONT PARK
Kissimmee, FL

Observations

1) Access/Parking/Circulation 

• Enough parking?
• Distributed parking = very good
• Pervious parking spaces

• Wayfinding is non-existent
• Easy parking along perimeter; 

parking is well distributed via on 
street parking and small lots

2) Engineering/Landscape/Architecture 

• Peninsula with lighthouse
• Pavilion materials – tin roof – wood 

slatted sides; loved architecture of 
pavilions; really nice pavilions; pre-
fab pavilions

• Bioswales/detention
• Really nice park

• Low maintenance plants
• Stormwater integration into park 

features and elements works well; 
integration of rain gardens with 
park is great

• No large stormwater basins

3) Distinguishing Features

• Bioswale and rain garden 
integration into park/picnic areas; 
unique stormwater system

• Shoreline peninsula with trail and 
lighthouse

• Water playground area
• Sightline to lake
• Wide lakefront walkway w/ lots of 

bench seating; public waterfront – 
wall/railing/seating

• Lakefront and pavilions
• Nature theme
• Café, bathrooms, pavilions; nice 

use of pre-engineered bldgs
• Piers
• Furnishings; movable furniture
• Something for everyone: passive 

and active
• Flexible open spaces

4) Biggest Takeaway 

• Anti-skateboard metal rims across 
seawall

• Pervious pavers – outlets alone in 
space

• Rain gardens

• Public waterfront; view/access to 
lake; great use of lakefront

• Simple open spaces for flex use
• Scale is nice - sense of place and 

visual connection to water is great

5) What ideas could we use on COL? 

• Lakefront seawall/railings; tiered 
seating wall; public waterfront; vista 
to water - powerful

• Wide walking paths
• Piers
• Peninsula with trail and lighthouse
• Water taxi landing area
• Large dock for boats/concession 

option for boaters; boat slips; 
docking

• Similar pavilions; nice design; pre-
fab structures

• Rain gardens/bioswales; rain 
gardens in parking islands; rain 
gardens integrated as a buffer 
between uses; natural landscape 
integration

• Themed playgrounds
• Must create revenue generating 

space; rental areas – out parcels? 
Advertising space? Lease space?

• Subtle changes in elevations
• ADA
• Nice blend of hardscape
• Good mix of hard and softscape
• Composite decking
• Movable furniture
• Paver banding along boardwalk
• Large grass area for event along 

water
• Pervious pavement parking and 

plazas
• Event power below ground
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KISSIMMEE LAKEFRONT PARK
Kissimmee, Fl

6) What do we not want to repeat? 

• Trip hazard power receptacles
• Different
• Old School square – Delray 

Beach; master power box and 
open and spread out extension 
cord setup for events

• Palm trees
• Too many trees
• Not sure about a fire place
• Traffic flow through area
• Not a substantial area to dock 

7) Proximity to retail, lodging and  
     entertainment 

• Redevelopment opportunities 
and close proximity to 
downtown; 1-2 blocks away

• On-site food service at two 
locations – concession stand 
and bait shop

• Spurring new development

8) Other

• Revenue – pavilion rentals (Low 
$), concession area
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Program:

• 14 Indoor Training Courts
• 12 Indoor Playing Courts
• 10 Professional Beach Volleyball Courts (installed 

in 2008)
• VolleyShop
• OVA Cafe

Size: 8.5 acres

Parking (approximate):  
• 300 paved spaces (including 11 H/C spaces)

Year Constructed: 
• N/A

Revenue Generation:
• Approx. $4.89 million

ORLANDO VOLLEYBALL ACADEMY
Orlando, FL

Observations

1) Access/Parking/Circulation 

• Doesn’t seem like enough but it 
overflows into the industrial area

• Typical lots around building; 
commercial feel

• Not enough parking
• Convenient parking – lots of 

overflow in adjacent industrial lots

• Convenient access to highways
• No entry experience
• Need larger plaza
• Confusing circulation
• Hidden - no identity

2) Engineering/Landscape/         
     Architecture 

• Minimal; nothing special; pretty 
vanilla but functional

• Cost effective; cost efficient 
construction

• Very basic, straight wall, old school 
look, exposed block and concrete 
walls

• All open with no down beams
• All equipment drops down from 

ceiling
• Flexibility
• Poor industrial park experience
• Landscape is an afterthought = 

poor

3) Distinguishing Features

• Very industrial but it works; very 
basic building and facilities

• Not many distinguishing features
• Nice grill and smoothie station
• Aerial arts area

• TRX training area
• Smoothie King concessions
• Inexpensive but bright colors
• Trophies...
• Back bar good idea, poor 

execution

4) Biggest Takeaway 

• We need to be between this facility 
and Disney on the scale

• Somewhat older and we can do 
more functional

• Nice and simple; doesn’t have to 
be expensive to have a nice facility

• Bare bones but very energized and 
efficient

• Warehouse style with tilt up could 
be metal bottom building

• Need bus parking for big 
tournament

• Volleyball is pretty huge sport
• Light colors
• Don’t copy....

5) What ideas could we use on COL? 

• Court layouts
• Amenities
• Training room; Aerial training adult 

lounge
• Great mix use volleyball, basketball, 

concessions and retail
• Very portable seating
• Small apparel store
• Nice concessions/snack area
• Simple – spend money where it 

counts

• Simplicity of construction for 6 
courts volume

• Have a core area
• Smoothie King concessions
• Open floor plan
• Simplified truss work
• Walls are precast – having a 

‘breakout’ or expansion panel 
precast in them allows for extension
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ORLANDO VOLLEYBALL ACADEMY

6) What do we not want to repeat? 

• We need more parking
• Wayfinding (lack of)
• Don’t feel the street 

appearance matches the WH 
look

• Needs some ‘wow’
• Sand VB courts

• Narrow hallways
• Lack of gathering spaces
• Drop-off is not large enough
• Exterior appearance - wrapper 

(1 story bldg)
• Should be more transparent 

- visibility is a good thing 
(identity)

7) Proximity to retail, lodging and     
    entertainment 

• Not close (walking)
• Sandlake is close
• Industrial area
• Internal retail, cafeteria

• Pretty isolated, however, if you 
are in vehicles a lot within a 
few minutes

• Near lodging, food and 
entertainment via vehicle
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Program:

• Baseball/Softball Fields (3)
• Track
• Multi-purpose fields
• Large pavilion
• Restroom facilities
• Playground

Size: 75 acres

Parking (approximate):  
• 150 spaces - paved

Year Constructed: 2000

Revenue Generation: N/A

Other Facts:

• Is a popular site for birthday parties, company picnics, wedding 
ceremonies, 5K runs and Fundraising walks

• For over 30 years, this site served as the Orlando Naval Training Center 
and was “home” to thousands of service personnel known as “Blue 
Jackets.” In 2000, the City of Orlando designated 75 acres of this 
historic site as a public park to serve its citizens with a special place for 
reflection and physical renewal.

BLUE JACKET PARK/BALDWIN PARK
Orlando, FL

Observations

1) Access/Parking/Circulation 

• Easy parking – not a tournament 
facility

• Seemed commensurate with 
activities

• Good; all around perimeter

2) Engineering/Landscape/  
     Architecture 

• Simple design
• Limited shoreline walls
• Great looking open grassed space

• Linear exfiltration system below 
lawn to lake; significant drainage 
functionality

• Sense of community and small 
town charm

3) Distinguishing Features

• Authentic 3-story bldgs., 
neighborhood street along 
lakefront sightline

• Fountain (photo spot)
• Laid back – low cost/low 

maintenance lakefront; passive 
lakefront approach

• Waterfront restaurant
• Very non-specific use of fields; lots 

of flexible space
• Large open areas function for 

drainage system as well
• Informal arrangement of ballfields
• Great pathway system

4) Biggest Takeaway 

• Exfiltration system under lower 
ballfields

• Spend lakefront dollars where it 
counts in limited high quality areas

• Pedestrian connections to 
neighborhood uses

5) What ideas could we use on COL? 

• Open field slopes in direction to a 
channel that drains to lake – bridge 
over channel

• Nice furnishings on walkways in 
key areas with paved trails in outer 
areas – savings

• 14’ asphalt trail
• Natural shoreline; natural/simple 

lake access; lake accessibility

• Waterfront and docking
• View/access to water
• Sidewalk system as a destination 

walking path and connection to 
west side of 17

• Formal and informal gathering 
areas

6) What do we not want to repeat? 

• Pavement runoff down sloped 
pavement walkways eroding 
shoreline and edges around dock/
pier
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BLUE JACKET PARK/BALDWIN PARK

7) Proximity to retail, lodging and entertainment 

• Yes; Restaurants right on water
• Compact and walkable – good
• Restaurants in proximity; good; walking distance
• Somewhat remote
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Program:

• Four (4) 385’ to Center Field - synthetic turf
• Five (5) 350’ to Center Field - synthetic turf
• Six (6) 315’ to Center Field - natural turf
• Large central pavilion
• Playground
• Restroom facilities
• Walking paths
• Central picnic area
• Spectator bleachers with shade cover at each field
• Three (3) centrally located concessions/hospitality buildings
• Administration building with park offices, meeting space and 

restrooms

Size: 95 acres

Parking (approximate):  
• Bus parking - 18 paved spaces
• Car parking - 485 paved spaces 

(including 8 H/C)

Year Constructed: 
• Opened in 2016

Revenue Generation:
• N/A

Other Facts:
• Features multiple artificial turf fields 

which can be used for lacrosse 
events and other types of sport events 
requiring multi-purpose fields.  

SEMINOLE CO, SPORTS COMPLEX
Sanford, FL

Observations

1) Access/Parking/Circulation 

• Central parking; creates long walks
• Parking more than adequate 

although seems tight  
• Easy access

• Event/overflow parking 
opportunities on spine road was 
missed

• Spine road bisects site and disrupts 
pedestrian circulation

2) Engineering/Landscape/Architecture 

• Need irrigation for clay behind 
mound not in dugouts

• Underdrains to single SWMP
• All irrigation with RCW
• Part artificial fields and part real

• Heat on turf not a problem
• QR codes on panels to get score 

updates – major display web QR
• Bioswale/rain garden opportunities 

between field was missed and 
could have reduced pond size

3) Distinguishing Features

• Interesting configuration
• LED lights; 2 level lights on poles; 

bottom a focus fill light straight 
up to fill gap; remotely monitored 
when going bad

• Lighting – instant on/off LED, phone 
controlled, only shine down

• Dark brown synthetic turf – hot (cut 
outs)

• Synthetic in batting cages
• Artificial turf; same O&M vs grass
• Sweeper for trash, groomer/brusher 
• Bluetooth scoring (no conduit)

4) Biggest Takeaway 

• Fields not big enough; make fields 
as big as possible

• Not a lot of shade
• Maintenance cost essentially the 

same for artificial as for natural

• Synthetic turf requires more 
frequent maintenance in player 
positions

• Portable fencing system that is 
easier to install

5) What ideas could we use on COL?

• PA system
• Hose bib below pitcher’s mound
• Trash
• Deliveries
• Grass parking 
• Food truck hook-ups along outside 

edge of parking

• Wireless scoring with tablets
• With sponsors, majordisplay.com
• Bluetooth/QR code scoring through 

‘ Major Display); QR codes for 
scores live

• Netting at top row of backstop to 
lessen post size

• Landscape only key areas
6) What do we not want to repeat?

• Bull pens the wrong way
• Type of wind screen on temporary 

fencing
• Playground located in strange 

place on site; separated; next to 
vehicular areas

• Synthetic
• O&M resources to operate fields – 

make sure NOT under funded

• Make a 1st year fund to put back 
what got cut by contractor (30% 
incorrect design $)

• Clay irrigation supply  left/right 
dugout and behind pitcher mound

• Roadway bisecting spaces
• Too much unused space between 

field complexes 
• Landscaping in pedestrian heavy 

areas
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SEMINOLE CO, SPORTS COMPLEX

7) Proximity to retail, lodging and entertainment

• Not close
• Pretty isolated except for on-site food concession
• Isolated
• N/A – airport

8) Other

• N/A – airport
• Players like real grass to dig in (spikes not allowed) 
• Moms like artificial (washing clothes)
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Philadelphia Area Site Visits     |     November 2-3, 2016

On November 2nd and 3rd members of the design team and client agencies 
participated in a tour of facilities and sites in the Philadelphia area that were 
comparable to the Chain of Lakes Park.  The purpose of these visits was to get 
an understanding of current facilities and trends and to gain an understanding of 
operational requirements of similar facilities.  These lessons and observations could 
then be applied to the design of the Chain of Lakes Park facility.   

Participants in the site tour included:

City of Winter Haven:  Commissioner William Twyford

 T. Michael Stavres,  
 Interim City Manager 

 Travis Edwards,  
 Parks, Recreation & Culture Director

 Eric Labbe,  
 Planning Manager

 Scott Eilers,  
 Athletic Superintendent

Polk County Sports Marketing:  Marc Zimmerman,  
 Senior Sales and Events Manager

Envisors, A Division of Pennoni:  Beth Evans,  
 Office Director, Project Manager  
 

 Steve Elias,  
 Project Engineer

S&ME:  Jay Hood,  
 Director of Landscape Architecture  
 

WMB Architecture:  Steve Boyington, Managing Partner  
 

EwingCole Architects:  Bill McCullough,  
 Principal

 Kevin Nowak,  
 Project Architect

Each participant was provided with a workbook outlining the facility program, an 
aerial of the site and observational questions. Participants were asked to fill out 
these questionnaires during the site tours and these notes were compiled and 
incorporated into this document.

Philadelphia Area Site Tours
Philadelphia, PA
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Observations

1)  First Impressions (Curb Appeal):

•  Lots of windows, lots of natural  
 lighting
•   Building looks great, the area 

around (town) not so good
•  Modern feel, so not dated

• Great looking building
•  City setting – N/A
•   Pushed to road edge; sidewalk 

entry – no vehicle parking area

2)   Control Points - Patron Access, 
Security, Circulation:

• Single control point, very secure
• Good control at the entrance
• 1 main entry and help desks to  

control guests

•  Primary access with staffed control 
station immediately inside – limited 
control points on upper floors

3)  Distinguishing Features/Elements:

•  Lots of windows, multiple stories, 
because of the limited square 
footage on each floor there was 
a lot of duplication from level to 
level, rock climbing wall was a cool 
option but looked like it was an 
afterthought.

• Amount of fitness components
• Glass and connectivity to   

 outdoors, great feel

•  Rock wall, studios done well – could 
be multi-function elevated track 
done well

• Large floor to ceiling – windows in 
fitness center and multi-gym with 
outdoor fitness activity area

• Windows throughout.  Great 
window wall in gymnasium – Rock 
wall – good use/nice amenity in 
small space.

4)  Biggest Takeaway:

• Looked very congested during its 
slow period, the facility flow was 
not good

• Rock wall popular, change route 
and hold points to make interesting

• Most appropriate in scale re: gym 
and furnishings/fitness

• Use of outdoor space – opposite 
side of gym – window wall

5)   What Do We Want To Apply To 
Chain Of Lakes Complex:

• Fitness areas, gym space
• Definitely court open view thru 

windows to outdoor activity area
• Rock wall in small space

• Similar sized multi-purpose gym – 
large windows – natural lighting – 
smaller mezzanine track

• Outdoor uses (including café style 
seating) – indoor running track – 
large entry way 

6)   What Is Not Desirable For Chain Of 
Lakes Complex:

•  Too many fitness areas spread out 
around the building

• Separated fitness area

•  Shoe cubbies interfere with track – 
fix by adding outer 4th lane – not 
having blinds for sunlight on large 
windows an issue

7)  Additional Thoughts:

• Big City is not for me • Liked the music being played 
throughout the common spaces; 
added to the comfort of the 
environment

• 85,000 SF
• $40,462,378
• Multi-purpose  

gymnasium sized for two basketball courts
• Suspended running track
• International-sized  

squash court
• Climbing wall
• Fitness and weight  

training facilities
• Exercise rooms

• Cafe and lounge
• Sports retail
• Tenant space for sports  

bar and restaurant with outdoor seating
• Designed to Green Globes Standard at 2 

Globes
• Rainwater harvesting  

system reduces potable water demand

DREXEL UNIVERSITY, RECREATION CENTER
PHILADELPHIA, PA
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DREXEL UNIVERSITY, RECREATION CENTER
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Observations

1) First Impressions (Curb Appeal):

•  Draws the patron in, easily 
controlled, great first impression

•  Grabs your attention when getting 
on campus, sponsorship potential

•  Clean modern look with colonial 
brick and windows

• Great use of windows
• Nice entry
• Entry garden softens building 

– open lawn nice feature for 
sculpture

2)  Control Points - Patron Access, 
Security, Circulation:

• Single Main entry is easily controlled 
and secured, building has nice flow

• Seems really tight – entrance to 
center

• Single point – divider wall between 
and basketball stadium

•  Lobby feels ’collegiatey’ not 
community – fitness entry is smaller – 
bridge 

• Clear direction to control station

3) Distinguishing Features/Elements:

•  3 level facility with indoor track 
facility that doubles as an upper 
concourse, bowl style retractable 
bleachers, Ample power supply 
(enough to host a KISS Concert)

• Window bridge from campus to 
MAC Field House – secure single 
entrance – large foyer for security 
check point

• Floor to ceiling windows in fitness 
area – 3rd floor seating, offices, 
boxes – solar on rooftops 

• Natural light – fitness center 
windows provide good connection 
from one side to the other – divided 
classrooms on 3rd level – liked the 
exterior balcony over sports fields

• High visibility – mat over floor 
needed – sound panels

4) Biggest Takeaway:

•  Rubberized track that doubles as 
upper concourse was a great use 
of space, if you have retractable 
bleachers we need to make sure 
to engineer the floor properly to 
make sure it can sustain the weight 
as well as the wear and tear, must 
consider the cost of A/V, Rhino 
Matts to protect flooring for non-
sporting events.

•  Like the finishes and consistent 
color less one story, this looks about 
what we need – less ornamental 
though

• Multi-purpose space ! Need more 
storage – all flooring stored off-site 
(multiple surfaces)…..put in wood 
floor permanent – need better WiFi 
volume – chairs, concert/staging 
(multiple) – not off-site storage – 
don’t need on-site kitchen (used 4 
times so far) - $135K wheeled lift for 
vertical maintenance critical for O 
& M

• Multi-purpose spaces very well  
 done

• Track on mezzanine – lots of $ in 
retractable seating (up and down)  

• Seating challenges – anticipate 
power needs 

5)  What Do We Want To Apply To 
Chain Of Lakes Complex:

• Retractable bleachers, use of solar if 
possible, concessions, loading dock

• Natural light use, bleachers – double 
use rooms on third floor –  
solar possibility

• Arena – style gymnasium – 
retractable walls for meeting/
conference spaces with full glass

 

• LED lighting a plus – cool multi-
area connection (3rd floor club 
room and window view to outside 
ball fields) – (also pool visible from 
multiple areas  
thru windows)

• Quality retractable seating

• 153,200 SF
• $52,000,000
• 5,000-seat  

multipurpose arena
• Portable, retractable bleachers
• Premium seating
• Private suites
• Practice facilities
• 4,000 SF fitness  

center & pool

• 200-Meter, six-lane indoor running track
• Leon Hess Champions’ Hall
• Monmouth Athletic  

Hall of Fame
• Locker rooms
• Team meeting / film rooms
• Educational &  

conference center
• University book store

MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY, 
MULTIPURPOSE ACTIVITY CENTER

WEST LONG BRANCH, NJ
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6)  What Is Not Desirable For Chain 
Of Lakes Complex:

• 3 levels, bowl style retractable  
 bleachers

• Wood floor?

• Indoor competitive track not  
 needed

7) Additional Thoughts:

•  Irwin seating, loading dock 
level, have square corners on 
seating, STORAGE !!!!!, need 
staging areas, need sufficient 
bandwidth and technology on 
front end 

•  Stage, power and loading 
docks ideally should be in 
some corner – only 4 floor 

 

 seating sections without corner  
 wedges would be quicker,   
 but bowl with wedges gets   
 more seats…..handrails manual  
 setup without corners needed  
 increases setup time/effort 
•  Consider storage of materials 

and equipment during 
alternative uses (i.e.: floor 
covering, tables, chairs, lift 
equipment, etc.)

MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY, 
MULTIPURPOSE ACTIVITY CENTER
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Observations

1) First Impressions (Curb Appeal):

•  Beautiful exterior of facility, 
renovated facility blends nicely 
with original buildings 

• Beautiful campus, like the brick
• Very functional but fits with   

 campus

• Impressive entry with lawn
• Great exterior entrance, front lawn! 

– Interior area seems short and tight 
– exterior finishes were great

2)  Control Points - Patron Access, 
Security, Circulation:

• Easily accessible 
•  Great separation between students 

and athletics

• 1 main entrance
• Would like more wayfinding/touch 

points at arena entry

3) Distinguishing Features/Elements:

• Renovated facility, multiuse 
options, made most of existing 
space

• Multi-use courts, bleacher style
• Visibility to all spaces
• “Wrap” expansion – maze-like  

 access ways

•  Spaces to tell story of school, 
athletics history, concerts, dinners, 
lacrosse, squash, racquetball, all on 
rubber surface

•  Multi-use facilities; shared entries, 
support areas

4) Biggest Takeaway:

•  Smart design, restrooms used by 
multiple sports, lots of shared use 
space, concession stand serves 
basketball and aquatics

• Nice location  
• Re-purposed space used well and  

 additions

• Use pool and gym together for 
climate controlled staging – good 
for families – staging area perfect 
for parents and swim meets 

• Re-purposed space used well and  
 additions

• Did a lot for good cost

5)  What Do We Want To Apply To 
Chain Of Lakes Complex:

• Multi use spaces, diving board  
 platforms

•  HD scoreboards a must for modern 
viewing – they love windows/
transparency/ connectivity of 
spaces and to outdoors – natural 
light/windows good in fitness area

• Field House style
•  Natural light and openness in cardio/

fitness area – visibility from one area 
to another 

• 40,000 SF Renovation
• 140,000 SF Addition
• $26,500,000
• Brings together the existing gymnasium, pool, and 

athletic off ice space to create a new social hub  
on campus

• Provides facilities for intercollegiate athletic 
programs and enhances recreational 
opportunities for general student body

• Georgian architecture  
is compatible with surrounding campus

• Sports hall of fame
• 16,000 SF Fitness Center
• ICA Weight Training Facility
• Natatorium with 500 seat, 50-meter x 25 yard 

Olympic class pool
• 4,000-seat Sojka Pavilion multi-purpose arena
• Coaches / Athletic Department Offices
• Memorial Entry Hall with Congressional Medal of 

Honor recipients
• Sports medicine and athletic training suite
• Classrooms

BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY 
KENNETH G. LANGONE ATHLETIC & RECREATION CENTER

LEWISBURG, PA
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6)  What Is Not Desirable For Chain Of 
Lakes Complex:

•  Behind the scenes areas could be 
tough to navigate, to many small 
hallways and stairwells

• Indoor aquatics
• Geisinger partners for Wellness 

and Physical Therapy space from 
University to generate revenue

• Complicated circulation from 
building to building

•  Too many hallways – would like 
more openness and ease of 
navigation

7) Additional Thoughts:

•  Beautiful finishes, consistent look – 
upper concourse of area was great 
space

BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY 
KENNETH G. LANGONE ATHLETIC & RECREATION CENTER

LEWISBURG, PA
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Observations

1) First Impressions (Curb Appeal):

• Huge, Simple façade not too flashy, 
could use more branding (signs) 
outside facility

• Wayfinding is confusing, gross use  
 of space

• Upscale warehouse – not perfect 
but functional

• Lack of signage
• Poor curb appeal – very industrial 

– bland – minimal landscape 
architecture

•  48 geothermal wells, collect 
rainwater – largest facility of 
kind in US, turned concrete floor 
warehouse into multi-sport and 
activity mecca warehouse – 
economic development, major key 
to economic success is vending 
and sponsorship opportunities 
(no catering allowed) – Physical 
Therapy partnership opportunity 
with Polk State College – lease 
space to for profit medical to 
generate $$

2)  Control Points - Patron Access, 
Security, Circulation:

•  Laid out nicely, lots of thought put 
into facility layout

• Great central control point that 
leads to other areas 

• 600 catered corporate and events 
catering ($900K – 1 million/yr) (non-
sports) – team building, Leadership 
– they don’t allow outside food and 
drink so capture big $$ to pay bills 
overhead

 

• One main entrance.  In-house 
security – second tire for viewing/
keeping parents away

• Wide open entry lobby with food, 
retail, arcade – no food/beverage 
allowed in “Guest Services” – 
circular reception area gymnastics 
and clean facility

•  Good control point – high visibility – 
interior camera system

3) Distinguishing Features/Elements:

•  Size, most areas did not have to 
serve as multi-purpose because 
of the available square footage, 
Vending/concessions 

• Everything has a designated space 
no need for multiple programming 
of areas

•  People bring chairs to watch 
events on elevated platforms 
– save 2nd base breast cancer 
fundraiser a success on ballfield – 
grass/turf rolls up for concerts and 
Trump rally

• Massive indoor facility – 125 events  
 per year

•  Large mezzanine spectator space 
– banquet space (vendor village 
space for tournaments) – building 
Ninja Warrior space – indoor track

• Large spaces with multi-uses – 
elevated spectator/programmable 
space – various finishes based on 
intended use

4) Biggest Takeaway:

•  We can never be as big but with 
proper planning we can offer a lot 
of the same activities.

•  HUGE!  Correct type of flooring for 
each area, well maintained

• Doing very well with event variety 
and catering

• Lots of space is good

• Major focus on functionality inside
•  Not enough parking …. shuttling in 

due to large usage – big draws (NJ, 
NY, DC, Baltimore, Philly) draws – 
quality surfaces draws big college 
tournament events as high quality 
users go where quality surfaces and 
facilities exist

• 763,540 SF
• 10 maple basketball and volleyball courts
• Sport court
• Rock Gym - 30 foot rock wall
• Clip N’ Climb Area
• Three 60’ x 120’ enclosed turf fields & two 120’ x 

200’ in the field house
• Baseball & Softball Training Center – Full sized 

infield with room for outfielders, 14 batting cages, 3 
pitching lanes, & 8,000 square feet of drill space

• Sports Performance Center – 10,000 square feet of 
training space, equipment, 60-yard sprint track, & 
30 a 30×10 yard turf field

• Fitness Center – Over  
20,00 square feet dedicated to fitness with equip-
ment, free weights, five group exercise rooms, & a 
child watch center

• Arcade – 60+ games & redemption zone
• Dome & Outdoor Pitch – Home & training center 

to the USA Field Hockey Team, these turf fields are 
available for use.

• Orthopedic Associates  
of Lancaster - on-site athletic trainers for health 
and  
injury needs

• Pro Shop – Sporting goods and Nook apparel
• Food Court & Smoothie  

Bar – Grab a quick bite to eat. Enjoy a variety of 
options prepared by our in-house chefs

• Martial arts studio &  
fencing space

• Locker rooms and showers
• Spectators – Our  

mezzanine overlooks the entire facility for specta-
tors & athlete camping

• Corporate & Social Events
• Warehouse Hotel  

at The Nook
• Forklift & Palate Restaurant

SPOOKY NOOK SPORTS
INDOOR SPORTS COMPLEX

MANHEIM, PA
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5)  What Do We Want To Apply To 
Chain Of Lakes Complex:

• Hotel/ Restaurant 
• Areas more spectators can do 

things (arcade or rock wall), fitness/
wellness component, netting/air 
walls, bumpers on bleachers

•  Sports medical sponsorships (LGH/
PENN Medicine) – Sponsors ($100K/
yr.) to utilize hospital advertising 

•  Very flexible space – potential 
partnership with Ortho

•  Mezzanine maximizes use of space 
and track/spectator areas – 
sponsorships – meeting rooms

•  Hanging scoreboards between 
courts – need to be able to raise 
them for non-sporting events 

6)  What Is Not Desirable For Chain Of 
Lakes Complex:

• Very cool facility/love the fitness  
 components

• Volume of separate areas/size
• Indoor “field space” not needed 

– presence of local academies is 
worrisome

• Areas set for just athletics – won’t 
be able to set space once and just 
leave it – need options for quick 
turnover

• Parking increased needed 
– separates spectators from 
athletes – Turkey Hill and Pepsi 
sponsors smoothie bar and spooky 
operations for $$ - approximately 
$150/sq. ft. new construction 
(excluding hotel) 

7) Additional Thoughts:

•  Sponsorship opportunity, spectators 
should be separate from players, 
meeting space don’t  sacrifice 
great lighting

• Mix of fitness/classes and 
tournaments to drive revenue

• Athletics of all area at a high level 
of play – performance training 

•  600 corporate catering events/yr. – 
$1M catering revenues/yr. – highest 
return

• Very clear – strong green initiatives

•  $30/mo. membership (fitness 
and group exercise) and sports 
membership warehouse feel – 
elevated walkway and viewing 
platform – tennis wasn’t being 
used so built track and pickle ball 
(very popular and small area older 
people) – hotel 2nd year, hotel 
50% occupied 30 – creating bid 
demand for new hotels in area for 
this destination facility – 950,000 
guests/yr. – 4 year old Nook site 

SPOOKY NOOK SPORTS
INDOOR SPORTS COMPLEX

MANHEIM, PA
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Observations

1) First Impressions (Curb Appeal):

•  Very cool/interesting water front 
trail, boardwalk, pedestrian bridge.   
High quality/not cheap feel – 
attracts many users

2)  Control Points - Patron Access, 
Security, Circulation:

• Control gates, rail road crossing/ 
 stop

3) Distinguishing Features/Elements:

•  Pedestrian bridge(s) over river 
where r/w limited

•  Simple paved path – wide enough 
for two lanes and passive – 
separate peds and bikes 

4) Biggest Takeaway:

•  This high quality trail has attracted 
users and economic development 
beyond projections

•  Trails that go places = $ in real 
estate values – waterfront trails are 
very popular

5)  What Do We Want To Apply To 
Chain Of Lakes Complex:

• Quality waterfront trail desirable to 
residential/arts and fitness oriented 
people – $1.5 million user trips/yr., 
used now by city to market/attract 
millennials added quality of life, 
economic development, people 
use to commute to work, 

 numerous apts. and commercial  
 development along trail has  
 increased city tax base. 
•  Connection of site to 

downtown/3rd St. trail and SE 
Winter Haven via Harmony project

6)  What Is Not Desirable For Chain Of 
Lakes Complex:

7)  Additional Thoughts:

•  Outside funding (Tiger Grant and 
other) a big part for transportation 
enhancement – EPA storm H2O 
money used, DEP & $ to assist – 

 Applying for more Tiger and other  
 grants due to huge success – Don’t  
 need to be fully “shovel ready” to  
 apply for $$ help

SCHUYLKILL RIVER TRAIL
PHILADELPHIA, PA
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On November 16, 2016 the design team led stakeholder interviews 
with multiple community and user groups over the course of a full 
day to better understand the needs and operational requirements 
of potential program elements. Those interviewed included 
representatives of City staff, the Polk County Tourism and Sports 
Marketing group, the Greater Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce, 
the Ridge Art Association, Theatre Winter Haven, the Winter Haven 
Stingrays competition swimming team, Impact Volleyball Academy 
and Hoops Haven Basketball.  Questions and topics discussed 
with the stakeholders included facility needs and wishes, current 
operational limitations, projected program needs, project essentials, 
and partnerships.  The information collected from each of these user 
groups was cataloged for use in the following day’s programming 
exercise. 

3 STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
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Stakeholder Interviews
Meeting Notes

• Connection to Harmony via trail system
• Negative perception of contamination issues on site across US 17
• Rowdy Gaines Training Program in Orlando
• Parking issues with multiple events occurring simultaneously
• Is this the best location for aquatics center?
• Safe access to site
• Need for water quality improvements to Lake Lulu
• Nora Mayo Hall issue unresolved – possible City asset? – 400-500 ppl range – est. 

$2M to upgrade – Governor Scott has stated he will continue to list the asset for 
sale

• Can the facility be mixed use or just sports?
• Challenges with optimizing programming – need for flex space
• Keeping it a community facility, not just sports tourism – mixed use helps to 

facilitate this

What is essential for the Project?
• Access
• Connectivity to water
• Multi-use
• Leveraging connections and value to greater context of City
• Gateway to City from south

What partnerships are important to the Project?
• Rowdy Gaines
• FDOT
• SWFWMD
• Department of Agriculture
• Florida Poly
• Main Street

2) Polk County Tourism and Sports Marketing 

Attendees: 
Marc Zimmerman, Sales and Events Manager
Kris Keprios, Marketing Manager
Josh Hicks, Sales and Events Representative
Al Snow, Communications Specialist
Brigetta Uta’I, Sponsorship Sales Coordinator
City Commissioner Twyford

What is keeping you from accomplishing your goals re: this site?
• County lacks facilities for flexible meeting spaces in middle ground size (5-10ksf)
• Filling Sunday -Thursday hotel stays with outside events
• Good central location in state – proximity to LLF and BTG allows for pre/post 

conference activities 
• Need restaurants and hotels (small to medium niche)

MEETING NOTES FROM STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS 11/15/16

Consulting Team Member Attendees:

Beth Evans, ENVISORS, A Division of Pennoni
Steve Elias, PE, Envisors, A Division of Pennoni   
Kelly Cranford, PE, Envisors, A Division of Pennoni
Nelson Shaffer, Envisors, A Division of Pennoni
Jay Hood, S&ME    
Steve Boyington, WMB Architecture
Kevin Nowak, EwingCole Architects
Susan Sieger, Crossroads Consulting Services

1) Chamber of Commerce/Winter Haven Economic Development Council

Attendees:
Katie Worthington, President/CEO, Chamber
Hap Hazelwood, Incoming Chair
Bruce Lyon, Executive Director, WHEDC
City Commissioner Twyford

Contact Adrian Jones

What is keeping you from accomplishing your goals re: this site?
• Space for Annual Meeting (400-450 people)
• Raise awareness of the meaning of “Chain of Lakes” for non-locals and “Inland 

Coast” branding - Connectivity to other assets in WH
• Space/facilities to expand the arts in WH
• Lack of facilities has led to WH being left behind on sports marketing piece – 

youth sports – RussMatt – cheer tournaments
• Larger space for conventions
• Recognition of WH as a Destination – connection across US 17 to Lake Shipp 

Boat Ramp, Amtrak Station, vacant lands
• Connection to airport assets – new terminal – proposed Seaplane Pilots 

Association facility – seaplane mooring

What concerns do you have with the Project?
• Don’t undershoot the vision!
• Don’t operate as usual
• Don’t whittle down Master Plan and limit future phasing/funding opportunities 

that may take 10-20 years
• We need to leverage our assets in WH with this Plan (LegoLand, CSX, Airport)
• Northwest corner aesthetics and gateway experience from south
• Obstacles to providing access on/under SR 17
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Stakeholders Interviews
Meeting Notes

• Remote exhibits in WH City Hall, Lake Alfred City Hall, and WH Airport
• Own and operate the Central Park Arts Festival (39 years)

What is keeping you from accomplishing your goals re: this site?
• Permanent, full-time classroom space (none) for afternoon student programs
• Space to host bridge games (do now two times a week in the gallery)
• Space to host yoga (do now three time a week in the gallery)
• Lockers and sink for art classes
• Storage space (use dark room now)
• Offices and Board Room for meetings
• Permanent collection space
• Gallery is competition and exhibit space but has to be used for too many things 

– TWH uses the gallery space 3 times a year for receptions and the month of 
June for Theater Camp

• Pottery/kiln area?
• Art Shop run by local artists has no visibility or outside access – could have 

higher sales
• Better lighting system
• No temperature control – rear spaces are usually too hot
• Parking garage – lack of proximal parking for patrons due to concurrent uses
• Inconvenient access via stairs and ramp
• Confusing vehicle circulation (one-way drive) and lack of clear wayfinding
• Need covered drop-off/access
• Limited visibility due to unsightly corner property
• Internal access inside building
• Roadway access – no left turn out
• Antiquated space
• Lost most non-gallery space to TWH in the past

What is essential for the Project?
• Accessory spaces back from TWH
• Accessibility to building
• Accessibility to roadway network via US 17 directly

• Meeting/event planners are looking for unique opportunities – downtown 
offerings – lake dinner cruises – lakefront events – water taxis

• 4 to 6 courts are required to bid on most indoor sports events – 40,000sf open 
court area for archery, soccer, cornhole, cheer/dance, gymnastics, martial arts

• Lakeland Center is too large/expensive for most mid-sized events and ceilings 
are too low for sports

• Space dividers provide many options (Myrtle Beach facility)
• Sports-related meeting space during sports events – separate spaces for coach, 

safety, referee meetings
• Keeping all events on site is a bonus - need a smaller nicely appointed keynote 

speaker area for welcome dinner the night before, etc.

What concerns do you have with the Project?

• Turn-around time with outdoor fields – use indoor areas when resting fields
• Difficulty in coordinating larger events because have to use Lakeland Center 

and COL as well as other Polk facilities
• Turning away opportunities now – immediate opportunity to fill gaps with 

bringing more events to Polk County
• Getting the Field House constructed soon enough

Other insights shared:

• Support elements needed are flag hotels located within walking distance or 
short drive (within 5 to 8 miles)

• Update on hotel developments in the pipeline was provided by Marc 
Zimmerman – 6 hotels in WH are currently in the planning stages, 3 have closed 
on property consisting of 295 rooms collectively (not including the LLF Bach 
Retreat with 166 units planned to open mid-2017) – total of 16 lodging projects 
planned in Polk County for an estimated potential 1,550 rooms

• Primary location for indoor sports with overflow to PSC, WHHS, COLHS
• Demographic niche is families with school-age children (middle and high 

school)
• PCT&SM has a personal customer service niche – partners – 230 events/year – 

don’t compete with convention center size venues but give better service

3) Ridge Art Association

Attendees: 
Christy Hemmenway, Executive Director
Rick Hemmenway
Phyllis Brooks, Secretary
Bob Endres, Member

Background on Ridge Art:
• Non-profit competition art gallery
• $25K in prizes awarded annually, regionally and countrywide
• 5 adult shows/year and 1 youth show/year
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Stakeholders Interviews
Meeting Notes

How could it fit in the future?
• Continue to serve as a community wide destination.
• Continue serving our existing uses but expand on programming and other user 

groups such as families, active seniors

What do we “Have to get Right”?
• Mechanical upgrades to existing building and not shortchanging on new 

building.  On existing building this may include at a minimum HVAC and 
plumbing – IE addressing sewer smell (may have to take out floors and walls to 
replace pipes and floor drains)

• Ensure adequate space for existing programming and accommodate 
future programming IE summer camp, instructional classes, affordable rental 
component (for community use), fitness, indoor sports space, outdoor recreation 
uses (sport courts, playground) where appropriate, expanded aquatics, good 
flow for spaces, check in/control points, locker rooms with showers (somehow 
separated for children and adults), good access to outside road network 
(access to US 17 and signalized intersection at Cypress Gardens Blvd)

• Opportunities for good public interaction and access to the lakefront

What is essential for the project?
• Community support
• Understanding that the complex is meant to have a regional use but also 

maintain a local presence for use
• Taking into account existing uses/programming on the site and accommodating 

new uses
• Factoring into account new operations budget and staffing levels at the 

beginning 
• Roadway and multimodal access to the site – pedestrian connections, bike 

parking, public bus drop off areas
• Adequate parking – parking for all uses, parking for service vehicles, parking for 

buses and deliveries.  
• Public access to the lakefront through facilities, trails, etc…
• Would on-site commercial/retail benefit your interest group?  Is so, what types?
• Depending on overall layout of complex and needs – yes, Small hotel?, sit down 

restaurant (not fast food)?
• Assuming the Master Plan will identify tens of millions of dollars in desired/needed 

improvements, what funding sources would you support?
• Tax increase?, user fees?, membership fees?, special assessment?

Aquatics Center:
• Bathroom location provides poor access from pool
• Lack of classroom space for water safety instruction
• Lack of office space for staff
• No visibility of pool from office area, needed for emergencies, dangerous 

weather, etc.
• No breakroom for guards
• No first aid area
• Shade structures for spectators needed

4) City of Winter Haven Staff

Attendees: 
T. Michael Stavres, Interim City Manager
Travis Edwards, Parks, Recreation & Culture Director
Scott Eilers, Athletics Superintendent
Andy Palmer, Recreation Superintendent
Terrell Griffin, Recreation Supervisor
Cameron Stevens, Recreation Supervisor
Dave Nugent, Aquatic Supervisor
Megan Leary, Recreation Supervisor
Tabitha Clock, Head W.S.I.
Donna Nixon, Recreation Supervisor
Arin Vaughan, Special Events & Marketing Coordinator (former staff)

What is keeping you from accomplishing your goals re: this site?
• Dated facilities
• Lack of accessible complimentary uses IE outdoor recreation (playground, 

outdoor courts) for summer camp and general public usage
• Updated, adequate and organized storage areas

What Concerns do you have with the Project?
• Balancing out improvements for adequate use of the community as well as TDC 

uses/needs
• Ensuring the facility can accommodate today’s needs/uses (theatre, art, 

recreation, fitness, camps, aquatics, etc…) as well as future community needs 
IE (active senior programming, expanded hours, expanded programming, 
some outdoor complimentary recreational uses)

What partnerships are important to the Project?
• Chamber
• EDC
• TDC
• Theatre
• Art Community
• Legoland
• Community as a whole
• Winter Haven Council on Quality Aging
• Potential User Groups (everyone from leagues, community members, active 

senior population, pickup bball players)

How does the COL Park fit into the community today?
• Community staple, great mix of uses, destination for recreation, swimming, 

baseball, fitness, theatre, art, summer camp.
• Affordable accessible recreation and rental facilities
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Stakeholders Interviews
Meeting Notes

• Elevated pedestrian bridge over US 17
• Improved site access from roadway
• Bus stop
• Parking is difficult for only 10% of events

5) Theatre Winter Haven

Attendees: 
Dan Chesnicka, Producing Director
Sara Beth Reynolds, Development Director
Molly Judy, Education Director/Volunteer Coordinator
Tony Gallegos, Box Office/Marketing Manager
Marilyn Riggs, President, Board of Trustees
Kemp Brinson, Past President, Member, Board of Trustees

Vision:
• Center for the Performing Arts, not just theater
• Using arts as a tool to bring the community together
• Dance and instrumental programs, School of Rock, Choral and Voice Training 

Programs, “Fame” School
• Schools, Vets, disabled clients
• Enlarge demographic and diversify
 
What is keeping you from accomplishing your goals re: this site?
• Space constraints
• Theater Academy and Summer Camp
• Main stage is a good size
• Ability to serve smaller targeted audiences – black box format, children’s/

community stage, multi-use, flexibility
• Ability to accommodate Dinner Theater, Lip Sync Battles, TedTalks
• Need 1 larger and 1 smaller black box space
• Targeted outdoor events, on-site and off-site

Concerns:
• Timing
• Unintended consequences of too ambitious ideas – overcomplication
• *Growth in performances requires more space in back of house
• Wayfinding through building
• *Accessibility
• Bathrooms
• Odors (sewer gaps are mostly resolved, one issue left)
• Sound quality
• Parking

• Pool is too deep for children’s instruction
• Pool is not heated for senior use (80 actual vs. 89 optimal)
• Need zero depth entry for ADA access
• Prefer removal of natural grass within the pool enclosure – deck or artificial turf
• POS gets confused with bathroom traffic
• Need new entry from east side with new support building
• Handrails on diving platform mounts
• Pool cooling would be nice, but not required
• Filtration system and telemetry module expansion (15-year old system, well-

maintained but aging, may be some cost savings with refurbishment options)
• Improved picnic area near concession stand
• Visual obstruction of view into pool area for safety/privacy

Complex Building:
• Need ability to partition rooms
• Need storage for tables and chairs 
• AV system upgrades
• Sewer gap issue 
• HVAC system is not zoned so some areas are too cold (theater) and some are 

too warm (art gallery area)
• Climate and audio control systems are crucial to positive experience
• ADA access to restrooms
• ADA access to 2nd floor areas
• Stairway access to theater area is a challenge
• Gymnasium converted to black box theater
• Need modern catering kitchen; existing kitchen is largely unused and aged
• Need complete reconfiguration of gallery area to make it more functional

Site:
• Likes Diamonplex design for functionality of baseball fields
• Need 5 fields
• Need lighting for fields
• Need new concession space to replace stadium concession area
• Note set location for new lift station
• Grounds Maintenance can be moved
• Glass wall in Field House with a view of the outdoor fields
• Cloverleaf baseball vs. multi-use convertible fields 
• Looped trails for walkability
• Activated lakefront
• Destination location, i.e. Crane’s Roost in Altamonte (extends over water)
• Boat mooring, no launch
• Trail connection to Harmony on Lake Eloise to south
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Stakeholders Interviews
Meeting Notes

• East entrance is used where the Stingrays’ private building is located
• Not much use of locker rooms
• Timing system is adjacent to pump

What is keeping you from accomplishing your goals re: this site?
• Grassed area to east of pool creates mud/dirt/grass in the pool and on the 

deck – deck or artificial turf is preferred
• Remove sand volleyball court
• Spectator shade structures needed but still allow tents
• Heater aging – efficiency is questionable
• Algae issues due to 90 water temps in summer causes “swimmer’s ear” problems
• Cool water using sprinklers, fire hose, geothermal chillers, aeration
• Upgrades to Dive Well would accommodate best program in Florida (USA 

Diving Program, Orlando)
• Add 10 M, 7 M, 5 M platforms
• Trampoline for dive training
• Hot showers
• Regional and state competitions would come from these upgrades - $$$

• Separate restrooms and locker rooms
• Timing issues – pool downtime?
• Some stadium seating with shade
• Walkway from hotels and restaurants to east
• Could do gymnastic meets – Florida Flips

7) Impact Volleyball

Attendees: 
Teri Messner, Founder, Winter Haven VolleyRec Director
Jill Mack, Club Director
Sharon Garber, Webmaster

Background:
• Program for competitive volleyball club
• Use gymnasium
• Train 3 teams
• Run City league also, 2 nights/week 
• Used the Orange Dome in the past and had 240 girls in the club
• Business sponsorships support tuition

What is keeping you from accomplishing your goals re: this site?
• Need practice facility in WH
• 2-4 courts needed; 4 courts = 30 teams (5 tournaments/year) 
• Planning to grow program for adults and boys
• Would use concessions if available
• Need athletic training space

Partners:

• City
• School Board of Polk County
• Polk County
• Disney
• STEAM
• Arts Organizations, i.e. Polk Arts Alliance

Must Haves:
• 3 separate operational areas:  

• Existing Main Theater
• Black Box with 75-150 seats, lighting grid, movable stage area 
• Community Stage

• Orchestra/Instrument Area
• Dance Studio
• Concessions Area
• Storage Space
• Rehearsal/Auditions Space  (currently using gallery spaces)
• Cabaret Space
• Note:  TWH partners with other facilities and uses remote spaces when needed.

Funding:
• Willing to partner with City to apply for Public Facilities Grants
• Can raise funds to improve space but must be usable space
 

6) Winter Haven Stingrays (Competition Swimming)

Attendees:
Mary DiLorenzo, President
Jim Grazier, Coach
Dawn Broussard, Dive Coach
Christy H, Board Member/Swim Mom
Angel Long, Swim Mom

Background:
• Year-round swim program (5-7am and 5-7 pm weekly with 7-9am Saturdays) 
• 2 invitational swim meets/year (April and September), 2.5-day event with an 

average of 600 and up to 50 swimmers, 2,000+ people overall
• Long course and short course events
• Club room is used for hospitality and kitchen is used for concessions
• Use their own PA and Timing/Scoring systems
• 5 High Schools use pool for swimming practice from Aug-Nov. 2:30-5pm with 2 

competitions/week (buses)
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• Hold banquets, meetings, etc. in Complex – “one-stop shop”
• Need space to host other teams even for rec program
• 2 Beach volleyball court
• PSC has their own VB program now so cannot use their facilities

8) Hoops Haven Basketball

Attendees: 
Francis and Tyrone Woodside
John Butler, Advisory Board Member
Curtis and Diane Womack, Consultants
    
Background:
• 250 kids last year, boys, girls, co-ed
• High school program – Varsity, JV, Girls
• Community mission is primary; Tourism mission is tournaments

 
What is keeping you from accomplishing your goals re: this site?
• Restricted by space, turning kids away
• Need a minimum of 4 courts (50’x 84’)
• Need 6 minimum for a national tournament
• Concessions
• Hospitality space for Awards Ceremonies and Meet and Greets
• Classroom space for teaching
• Cheer practice space
• Portable goals, lower goals
• Activities for parents and younger kids (bowling, game room, movies…)
• Indoor track

12/12/16
Phone Interview with Adrian Jones
General Manager of LEGOLAND Florida Resort and Vice President of Merlin 
Entertainments Inc. USA 
Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce

Adrian is working with the Chamber on a branding initiative for the City of Winter 
Haven

Comments
It’s how you present the building

• “Sports” complex with the potential for multi-use
• Replace Nora Mayo Hall re: ability to seat a large number of people, similar to 

Lake Ashton or other out of town venues being used now
• For example, LLF parties, events, Brick Academy events with space for large 

Stakeholders Interviews
Meeting Notes

models
• Access accommodations should be first class:  Pick-up/Drop-off for buses/

coaches for teams and large groups
• Equipment in facility should be 21st Century:  Sockets and electronic equipment 

should accommodate computer needs (ISDN, USB, HDMI)
• First class WI-fi speeds and accessibility is absolutely essential to represent the 

City, as important as a comfy bed
• Test wireless signal for mobile use – bring in specialists to position “nodes” here – 

could be a sponsorship opportunity
• Physical access to lakes is so important – ties to new branding– “Inland 

Coastway” vs. “Chain of Lakes” – Consider a fresh start for branding and 
launching this facility anew

• City must stick to the plan and prioritize costs in order to avoid regrettable 
compromises
1. Renovate and enhance sports opportunities
2. Civic amenities and spaces

• Prep kitchen gives good flexibility for costs, not full kitchen; Use 3rd party catering 
to support community business, not a Caterer of Choice arrangement

• Branding should be woven into all aspects of the facility, landscaping, lighting, 
signage, curb appeal from the adjacent roadways

• DON’T SKIMP ON SIGNAGE!  Get the best, backlit, 3D, etc. we can.  The gateway, 
welcome experience, 1st impression factor can’t be emphasized enough

• City should be proud of this facility
• Citizens and visitors should feel a strong sense of ownership and identity 
• Unique Brand:  Focus on what makes this uniquely WH, for ex., Derry Down, 

Grove Roots, are good examples of unique and authentic amenities that can’t 
be copied anywhere else

• Always pay homage to what makes us special 
• Partner with local hotels to cross promote and get on their radar

Funding:
• Prioritize but never deviate from the “utopia” vision and plan
• Can compromise on finishes and furnishings, but don’t compromise on the 

permanent and long-term plan
• No compromise = No regrets

• Water Taxi – a number of stakeholders is needed to get off the ground (City, LLF, 
Harmony, lakefront restaurants, etc.)

• Provide for it.

Indoor Soccer:
• Demographics support it – growing Hispanic population
• Orlando City League
• Grassroots in schools
• Spreading to more areas – continuing to grow in popularity
• Most all kids can play soccer – mainstay for kids
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• XL Soccer in Orlando is expanding; tournaments
• Need 1 or 2 indoor courts for tournaments
• Don’t compete with Auburndale/Lake Myrtle, but supplement

Hotels/Commercial:
• What does the audience want?
• Hotels and restaurants will find space near the facility, no need to be on-site, 

there are and will be loads of them up and down Cypress Gardens Blvd
• FOCUS ON THE PRIZE – A SPORTS/CONFERENCE FACILITY!
• Don’t get distracted by trying to do too many things.
• DON’T COMPROMISE THE PLAN!
• Waterfront restaurant may have a problem with visibility and patronage 

(especially if it’s a niche restaurant with dinner only), instead focus on café style 
food service in Field House, maybe with lake view

• Worry about getting the facility right.  

Stakeholders Interviews
Meeting Notes
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4 PROGRAMMING

The design team has prepared a comprehensive facilities program of spaces including a 
physical layout as well as a graphic and written description of the proposed site development 
plan and facilities design. To support this inclusive programming effort, we conducted a series 
of visioning and strategic planning sessions with the City, County, key stakeholders, and public 
individuals to confirm the goals and objectives and operational requirements of the overall 
development vision, and on November 17, 2016, a preliminary programming meeting was 
held.  With the input gathered through the Discovery Phase, stakeholder interviews, Design 
Charrette, public input, and programming meetings with the City and County, a program was 
formed which was used to begin developing the estimated project budget information for the 
Phase One development and Ultimate Project Build-out.  This program was later refined and 
finalized based on the preferred Master Plan and Phase One development plan.

Each potential program element was considered for inclusion into the final program.  The 
evaluation criteria for inclusion into the plan consisted of the following:

• Community need
• Market niche opportunities
• Complementary use with existing COLP assets
• Ability to serve multiple demand segments
• Revenue generation potential in terms of gross income
• Revenue generation potential derived from new and/or enhanced facilities
• And potential to generate economic/fiscal impact.

The design team prepared a comprehensive facility program and conceptual design 
for all facilities and public spaces recognizing the proposed Field House, existing Complex 
and Aquatics Center, and other existing facilities at the COLP.  These services included the 
development of:  

• Detailed statistical program of all desired facilities
• Tabulated description of the proposed site and facilities design based on the program 

requirements and specific information collected 
• Modifications and adjustments to the overall land use plan indicating the location of all 

facilities, parking, patron and service access, along with area calculations of land use for 
each major component of the project

• Patron Facility Plans – Basic floor plans of the overall venue indicating proposed patron 
capacities and program floor areas by level, color coordinated for presentation purposes

• Aerial perspective of the entire project showing the arrangement of buildings in relation to 
parking and access and a general impression of the architectural character

• Preliminary project construction budgets, including Furniture, Fixture and Equipment (FFE) 
assumptions

The conclusion of the master planning process provides the City of Winter Haven with a 
document that defines a preferred development option for the project and the necessary 
information to commence discussions to better understand requirements for funding, final 
design, and the regulatory approvals process with related budgets and graphics that illustrate 
the full potential of the project.
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Program Matrix
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Program Matrix
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List of Attendees:
T. Michael Stavres, Interim City Manager
Travis Edwards, Parks, Recreation, and Culture Director
Scott Eilers, Athletics Superintendent
Marc Zimmerman, Sales and Events Manager
Commissioner William J. Twyford   
Commissioner Brad Dantzler
Katie Worthington, President/CEO, Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce
David Lane, Planning Commissioner
Sean Byers, Senior Planner, City of Winter Haven
Eddie Twyford
James Benderson
Jay Hood, S&ME
Bruce Hall, S&ME
Steve Boyington, WMB-ROI
Bill McCullough, EwingCole Architects
Steve Elias, Envisors, A Division of Pennoni
Kelly Cranford, Envisors, A Division of Pennoni
Beth Evans, Envisors, A Division of Pennoni

On December 13th and 14th, 2016 the design team met with City Staff and 
other stakeholders to conduct a Design Charrette based on the developed 
program.   The program was developed based on stakeholder interviews 
and was informed by previous site tours as well.  The goal of the charrette 
was to synthesize the information collected to date and develop site 
plan alternatives as well as floor plan alternatives.  The Charrette agenda 
included the following:

• Presentation of Discovery Findings
• Review of Comparable Sites
• Opportunities/Constraints
• Review of Development Program
• Site Tour
• Design Workshop
• Review
• Refinements
• Summary

The site design and architectural concepts illustrated and described on the 
following pages came out of the Design Charrette.  

5 DESIGN CHARRETTE
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Design Charrette
Agenda

December 13, 2016

8:30 – 10:00 Orientation & Discussion
• Review of Schedule
• Review of Roles/Responsibilities
• Review of what we’ve seen and heard since the Programming meeting
• Review of design envelops and spatial accommodations
• Review of work to date

10:00 – 12:00 Design

12:00 – 1:00 Lunch

1:00 – 3:30 Design

3:30 – 4:00 Pinup

4:00 – 6:00 Public Input

December 14, 2016

8:30 – 9:30 Discussion of public input

10:00 – 12:00 Design

12:00 – 1:00 Lunch

1:00 – 3:30 Design

3:30 – 4:00 Pinup

4:00 – 6:00 Public Input
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Design Charrette
Site Plan Concepts 

Pros
• Maintenance building and new lift station remains in same location
• North access to site provided both at 1st street and Cletus Allen Dr.
• West access to site is provided from 17 thru new curb cut and light approximately 

750’ south of Cypress Gardens Blvd. intersection
• Parking and drop off for main entry and primary theatrical events located on 

west side along 17
• New entry at drop off enters new concourse at south west side of existing 

Complex which provides access to multiple levels
• Concourse provides prefunction to all spaces and exhibition gallery
• Arts reoccupy entire west wing off new lobby adjacent to theatre lobby
• Theatre eventually occupies entire northeast wing in addition to central area
• Lobby path is created from concourse to old gymnasium by removal of one 

meeting room and the raised stages in meeting
• Old gymnasium is opened to natural light adjacent to pool
• Old gymnasium is partitioned to create black box and prefunction lobby 

adjacent to kitchen
• In “dinner theater” mode partition is opened and black box stage provides 

performance space
• New 6 court field house is created at south east end of concourse
• Southeast wall of field house provides “glass wall” overlooking green to lake
• Upper level concourse provides access to upper level spectator mezzanine 

and track around field house
• Upper level concourse provides access to activity spaces and fitness overlooking 

pool
• Lower level concourse provides access around pool pump house to support 

facilities and locker for field house
• Lower level concourse provides second east entry into Center for major athletic 

events
• New activity pool is provided east of diving well
• New aquatics support and lockers and covered viewing located east of pool
• Paved parking lot is located adjacent to east entry
• Practice field/ overflow parking east provided east of paved lot
• Soccer fields located in south east quadrant
• Festival Street (normally open) leads from center roundabout to potential 

restaurant location and dock
• Festival green leads from view at Complex along Festival Street to Lake Lulu
• Baseball fields are clustered to southwest uphill from lower fields to improve soil 

conditions
• New rain gardens flow from Complex around fields along Festival green to new 

mitigation pond
• Provides for possible commercial site on paved parking lot and practice field
• Provides approximately 1200 parking spaces

Cons

• Does not provide contiguous pedestrian zone uninterrupted by traffic
• West entry requires new median cut in 17
• Does not provide space for expansion of field house

CONCEPT 1 - GRID
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Design Charrette
Site Plan Concepts

Pros

• Maintenance building and new lift station remains in same location
• North access to site provided both at 1st street and Cletus Allen Dr.
• West access to site is provided from 17 thru existing curb cut and light 

approximately 950’ south of Cypress Gardens Blvd. intersection
• Parking and drop off for main entry and primary theatrical events located on 

west side along 17
• New entry at drop off enters new concourse at south west side of existing 

Complex which provides access to multiple levels
• Concourse provides prefunction to all spaces and exhibition gallery
• Arts reoccupy entire west wing off new lobby adjacent to theatre lobby
• Theatre eventually occupies entire northeast wing in addition to central area
• Lobby path is created from concourse to old gymnasium by removal of one 

meeting room and the raised stages in meeting
• Old gymnasium is opened to natural light adjacent to pool
• Old gymnasium is partitioned to create black box and prefunction lobby 

adjacent to kitchen
• In “dinner theater” mode partition is opened and black box stage provides 

performance space
• New 6 court field house is created at south east end of concourse
• Southeast wall of field house provides “glass wall” overlooking green to lake
• Upper level concourse provides access to upper level spectator mezzanine 

and track around field house
• Upper level concourse provides access to activity spaces and fitness overlooking 

pool
• Lower level concourse provides access around pool pump house to support 

facilities and locker for field house
• Concourse provides “long view” to lake
• New activity pool is provided east of diving well
• New aquatics support and lockers and covered viewing located east of pool
• Paved parking is distributed and integrated into loop road
• Promenade (normally closed) leads from Cletus Allen Dr. to west entry and 

provides service and festival space, food truck landings, etc
• Baseball fields are clustered in center southeast of Complex uphill from lower 

fields to improve soil conditions
• Contiguous pedestrian zone containing Complex, Promenade, and baseball 

fields is defined by loop road
• Provides limited space for fieldhouse expansion
• Soccer fields are located to southwest
• New raingardens flow from Complex around fields along to new mitigation 

pond
• Provides approximately 1200 parking spaces

Cons

• Baseball field dugouts , fencing, batter’s eye and netting is a visual impediment 
to lake vista

• Ticketing control to baseball area is diffuse and therefore requires more control 
points

CONCEPT 2 - LOOP
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Design Charrette
Site Plan Concepts

Pros

• Maintenance building and new lift station remains in same location
• North access to site provided both at 1st street and Cletus Allen Dr.
• West access to site is provided from 17 existing curb cut and light approximately 950’ 

south of Cypress Gardens Blvd. intersection
• Parking and drop off for main entry and primary theatrical events located on west 

side along 17
• New entry at drop off enters new concourse at south west side of existing Complex 

which provides access to multiple levels
• Concourse provides prefunction to all spaces and exhibition gallery
• Arts reoccupy entire west wing off new lobby adjacent to theatre lobby
• Theatre eventually occupies entire northeast wing in addition to central area
• Lobby path is created from concourse to old gymnasium by removal of one meeting 

room and the raised stages in meeting
• Old gymnasium is opened to natural light adjacent to pool
• Old gymnasium is partitioned to create black box and prefunction lobby adjacent 

to kitchen
• In “dinner theater” mode partition is opened and black box stage provides 

performance space
• New 6 court field house is created at south east end of concourse
• Southeast wall of field house provides “glass wall” overlooking green to lake
• Upper level concourse provides access to upper level spectator mezzanine and 

track around field house
• Upper level concourse provides access to activity spaces and fitness overlooking 

pool
• Lower level concourse provides access around pool pump house to support facilities 

and locker for field house
• Lower level concourse provides second southeast entry into Center for major athletic 

events at roundabout
• New activity pool is provided southeast of diving well
• Expanded diving well
• New aquatics support and lockers and covered viewing located east of pool
• Paved parking is distributed and integrated into loop road
• Promenade (normally closed) leads from Cletus Allen Dr. to west roundabout at 

baseball complex and provides service and festival space, food truck landings, etc
• Contiguous pedestrian zone containing Complex, Promenade, and Festival/soccer 

fields is defined by loop road
• Provides space for field house expansion
• Practice field/ overflow parking east provided east of Complex accessed at 

southeast drop-off and roundabout
• Soccer fields located in southeast quadrant do duel service as Festival green
• Festival Street (normally open) leads from west roundabout at baseball complex to 

roundabout at potential restaurant location and dock
• Festival green/ soccer fields leads from view at Complex along Festival Street to 

Lake Lulu
• Baseball fields are clustered to southwest uphill from lower fields to improve soil 

conditions
• Baseball fields form contiguous complex for control 
• Baseball complex in southwest corner keep fences out of sightline from complex to 

lake Lulu
• New rain gardens flow from Complex around fields along Festival green to new 

mitigation pond
• Provides for possible commercial site on paved parking lot and practice field
• Provides approximately 1200 parking spaces

CONCEPT 3 - GRAND COMMONS
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Design Charrette
Architecture
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Architecture
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Design Charrette
Architecture

• Provides Connectivity to Complex – 
integrated 

• An internal “main street” accessing all 
major activities

• Proximity of “Venue” Gym to Complex 
Conference Facilities

• Two story Gallery and Exhibition Space

• Simple circulation provides visual clarity 
and connectivity

• Maximize views to courts from “spine” and 
to Lake Lulu

• Indoor activities overlook outdoor 
activities 

• Clear views to site
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Architecture
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Design Charrette
Preliminary Master Plan

Preferred Concept - #3 GRAND COMMONS

Following the Design Charrette, the Design Team presented to the City 
Commission a summary presentation documenting the results and work 
products of the work completed to date, which resulted in a preferred 
Concept Master Plan called the Grand Commons.  The Concept Plan 
included the overall Site Master Plan and a Phase 1 Plan showing existing and 
proposed building footprints, outdoor recreational features, stormwater, 
parking, internal circulation, site access, multi-modal interfaces, and 
future development areas. The Concept Plan also included a preliminary 
architectural floor plan for the new Field House and renovated Chain of 
Lakes Complex and Aquatics Center showing programmed spaces/uses 
and interfaces between new and existing complex facilities. To supplement 
the Concept Master Plan, artistic elevations and visualizations of selected 
site elements and buildings were created to help convey the design intent 
of the program.  This Plan then served as the basis of the Final Master Plan 
and the Preliminary Opinion of Probable Costs which included a Phase 
1 development scenario that was refined to meet the City’s Phase 1 
construction budget.

Key Features

• Parking distributed and integrated into loop road
• Festival green field view of Lake Lulu
• Baseball fields are clustered southwest uphill from poor soil conditions 
• Contiguous, traffic-free pedestrian zone 
• Soccer field located in southeast quadrant doubles as festival green
• Festival Street (normally open) leads from West Roundabout at baseball 

complex to roundabout at restaurant
• Baseball fields form contiguous complex for control
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6 MASTER PLAN

The Master Plan developed by the design team for Chain of Lakes Park 
includes the full build-out of the park.  A main objective of the design team 
was to maximize functionality and to make the best use of the entire park 
acreage.  Key design drivers included:

ECONOMIC IMPACT
The redevelopment of this park must have a positive economic impact 
to the Winter Haven community.  Economic research pointed to the fact 
that while the need for a multi-purpose field house was high, the need for 
waterfront development and outdoor fields was also moderate to high.  
Given this opportunity within the community, the master plan focused on 
making the lakefront accessible and well connected to all of the other 
park amenities.  The need for sports fields was also found to be moderate 
and the Master Plan provides a baseball complex as well as multipurpose 
fields for games and practice.  These facilities will allow the park to host 
tournaments and other sports-related events and sports tourism.    

CONNECTING THE CITY TO THE LAKEFRONT
The team immediately honed in on the importance of this park to the City 
and the region both in terms of its central location and proximity to Lake 
Lulu which provides the park lake frontage. Early on, a central focus of the 
field house placement was its connection both visually and physically to the 
lakefront.  With this in mind, the building was purposefully angled toward the 
lake to maximize the visual connection and also to look out over the Grand 
Commons which is situated as the centralized core of the park.  Other 
waterfront park amenities include an amphitheater, waterfront restaurant, 
sand beach, floating stage, boardwalks, docks and swing pavilions.  These 
amenities will allow visitors to have direct access to the lake in a variety of 
ways and also allow for a variety of events to occur along the lake edge.     

FLEXIBILITY
Flexibility is a key component to the design of the park.  There are a variety 
of events that will take place in the park over the years to come from 
sports tournaments to festivals, art fairs, community gatherings, concerts, 
etc.  Several features of the park allow for various pedestrian event venues 
such as the Festival Street and the Grand Commons.  The Grand Commons, 
while being a large open space that functions as a Great Lawn, can also 
be utilized as multipurpose field as shown on the Master Plan graphic.  The 
Master Plan also includes a multipurpose practice field which can also be 
utilized as overflow turf parking during events.   

AMPLE AND CONVENIENT PARKING
A focus of the Master Plan was to provide adequate parking for park users.  
The plan includes paved and overflow parking distributed throughout the 
site for optimal access by park users to all of the park amenities.  By creating 
a Loop Road that runs through the site the Master Plan addresses both 
vehicular circulation and allows for 90 degree parking along the entirety to 
provide parking throughout the park.  

Avenue R SW
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Master Plan
Architecture

Winter Haven Chain of Lakes Building Design Philosophy
The architectural planning team, guided by the expertise of Ewing Cole’s Bill 
McCullough, created various concepts around the building program, with 
the design functioning around one master control entrance for the entire 
facility. It was decided that a centralized western point of entry would be 
ideal, with an attached field house offering a panoramic view of a large, 
uninterrupted, green area along Lake Lulu. This axis defines the spinal 
column of the entire complex, manifested in a 2-story concourse flanked by 
a 6-court field house along one side, with D-League and additional fitness 
programs running along the other.  The concourse doubles as a viewing 
platform for tournaments and other events, while connecting all future 
phases and the major activities throughout the complex. At the beginning 
of this simple approach to circulation, a new lobby would provide a more 
accessible and gracious entry to the existing theater, and a generous 
space for gatherings and navigating the rest of the complex.
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Architecture - 1st Level

1.  Porte Cochere/Covered Entry

2.  Central Lobby

3.  Snacks/Concessions

4.  Elevator

5. 	 Concourse/Simple	Circulation

6. 	 D-League	Training	Room	&	Facilities

7.  Misc. Support Spaces

8.  Arena Style Court

9. 	 Multi-Use	Field	house

10.  Black Box & Cabaret Theatre, Rehearsal  

 Space,	General	Theatre	Usage

11. 	 Meeting	Spaces

12.  Club Room

13. 	 Offices

14.  Climbing Wall

15. 	 Aquatic	Program	&	Locker	Room

16.  Tournament League Lockers & Showers

17.  Catering Kitchen

Key Features
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Master Plan
Architecture - 2nd Level

1. 		 Concourse/Viewing	Platform

2.   Elevator

3.   Improved Accessibility/Entry to     

 Theater

4.   Misc. Support Spaces

5.  2nd Floor Track / Viewing     

	 Platform

6.  Expanded Arts Spaces, Gallery,    

	 Classrooms,	Offices,	and	Retail		 	 	

 Shop Space 

7.  Climbing Wall

8.  Fitness Center

9. 	 Activity	Rooms

10. Yoga Balcony

11. New	&	Relocated	Office	Spaces

Master Plan
2nd Level Master Plan

Key Features
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Master Plan
Architecture - 1st Level

CENTRALIZED LOBBY

To make a naturally lit, inviting public space, the design will employ 
an airy clerestory lobby with the second level concourse overlooking 
the main reception area.   All routes to the rest of the complex 
will be easily identifiable, allowing the lobby to act as the hub for 
the entire facility, simplifying the point of access, making ticketing, 
vending, and other operations easier and more effective.

PORTE COCHERE  / COVERED ENTRY

The Porte Cochere instantly becomes the central focus of the 
entire facility, giving the Chain of Lakes Complex a strong sense of 
arrival, protection from the elements, and a shaded, comfortable 
rendezvous point for visitors waiting on friends to arrive.    It also 
centralizes the multimodal access to the site – pedestrian 
connections, bike parking, and public bus drop off areas.
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Arena-Style Court
The Arena style Gymnasium will allow 

spectators to enjoy headliner events.   

Master Plan
Architecture - 1st Level

ARENA-STYLE COURT

The Arena style Gymnasium will allow spectators to enjoy headliner 
events.  

FIELD HOUSE

The  field house will seat up to 3,000 spectators and will accommodate 
basketball, volleyball, gymnastics, cheerleading competitions, and 
other events.
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GLASS WALL IN FIELD HOUSE 

The new field house will feature expansive views across the plazas 
and fields to Lake Lulu while bringing in natural light.

D-LEAGUE BASKETBALL FACILITIES

Located directly off the concourse, the new complex will 
accommodate the Orlando Magic’s D-League practice facility, 
providing a training area, locker rooms, and offices for sports 
medicine, and wellness & nutrition.
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Architecture - 1st Level

CABARET & BLACK BOX THEATRE 

The Black Box Theater is a multipurpose 
space that can be arranged for intimate 
performances, rehearsals, meetings, and 
auditions.  It is located in the space currently 
occupied by the gymnasium.  

ATHLETICS FACILITIES

Facilities associated with the sports complex 
will include updated aquatics facilities, locker 
rooms, a fitness center, a yoga balcony, and 
a clerestory indoor rock climbing wall.  
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RENOVATED MEETING ROOMS, CLUB ROOM, & 
POOLSIDE ROOM 

GALLERY

Additional support spaces will bolster the arts facilities 
including classrooms, studios, and offices. 

Master Plan
Architecture - 2nd Level
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Master Plan
Architecture - 2nd Level

IMPROVED THEATRE ENTRANCE

The new design will aim to make a more elegant theatre entrance, as well 
as improve upon the accessibility needs of the theatre, with an elevator 
and access to the mid level of the theatre from the 2nd level concourse.  

INDOOR TRACK 

The rubberized indoor track is located on the second floor and loops around 
the arena court, creating an additional space for spectators to view any 
event held in the field house.  With 1/10th of a mile laps, the track will be 3 
lanes wide with an additional circulation lane.  

TWO STORY CONCOURSE

The concourse doubles as a viewing platform for tournaments and other 
events, while connecting future phases and the major activities throughout 
the complex. The upper level concourse doubles as a spectator platform 
for viewing events in the field house.  
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Site 

Avenue R SW
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Site

WATERFRONT PARK

The area along Lake Lulu will be developed into a scenic waterfront park 
that will give visitors access to the lake edge both visually and physically.  
Development of the waterfront park includes a terraced amphitheater, a 
sand beach area, a waterfront restaurant development and a series of 
walkways and boardwalks to connect the various spaces along the lake 
edge.  These spaces will provide areas for events and gatherings to take 
place along the lakefront and will also provide passive recreation for a 
variety of park users.  

The Chain of Lakes Master Plan includes a variety of site amenities and 
features that will truly make this project a destination both locally and 
regionally.  These features include a waterfront park, a grand commons, 
a Festival Street, a nature themed destination playground, water access 
and docks, rental pavilions, sports fields, potential retail development, a 
waterfront restaurant, rain gardens and lake edge restoration.  These 
features will help create the needed synergy for Chain of Lakes Park to 
become a driver of economic development in terms of sports, local and 
regional tourism.  
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CHAIN OF LAKES COMMONS

A key feature of the Chain of Lakes Park Master Plan is the 
Grand Commons that connects from the building to the 
waterfront park.  This commons area serves as a great lawn 
space and also doubles in function as multipurpose fields.  This 
open expanse of grass area is the central core of the park and 
allows for a strong visual connection between the Field House 
and the waterfront park.

FESTIVAL STREET

The Festival Street is a portion of the Loop Road between the 
two roundabouts that can be closed to vehicular traffic and 
used for pedestrians only during key events and festivals.  Pavers 
will be used in this area to create a distinctive and pedestrian 
atmosphere.  The Festival Street will be an important venue 
for the park to attract a variety of local and regional events 
to Chain of Lakes Park.  The Festival Street is well positioned 
between the Field House and the waterfront and creates a 
strong connection between the two site elements.  Each end 
of the Festival Street is terminated by a roundabout to allow for 
easy circulation and to provide a traffic calming and speed 
reduction effect.      
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WATER ACCESS

Being directly adjacent to Lake Lulu, an important component of the park 
master plan includes dock and water access for both boats and seaplanes.  
The development of a waterfront park and adjacent waterfront restaurant 
will put the park in a unique position to cater to park visitors via water access. 
Boardwalk and docks will be used for fishing and educational interpretation 
of shoreline restoration and will include swing pavilions.

NATURE THEMED DESTINATION PLAYGROUND

A nature themed destination playground will energize the waterfront park 
for kids. Natural play contributes to the overall cognitive, physical and 
emotional development of children by allowing them to experience more 
diverse play, work on motor skills and become healthier overall.  These 
types of playgrounds can be seamlessly incorporated into the outdoor 
park environment and represent one of the most popular trends in outdoor 
play.  This playground offers a unique opportunity to tell the story of the 
natural beauty and interesting and diverse ecology of Winter Haven and 
the ‘Ridge’ environment.         
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SPORTS FIELDS

Four new ball fields, two multipurpose playing fields and one 
multipurpose practice field are planned as part of the overall park 
development.  Critical to the design of the Baseball Complex 
is the adequate space between the ballfields that allows for 
pedestrian circulation around the complex and provides spaces 
for gathering.  Also incorporated into the Baseball Complex is 
a concession/restroom building that will serve the needs of the 
complex.  The multipurpose fields are clustered on the east side 
of the park and oriented north-south to minimize glare.  The 
multipurpose fields can be utilized for a variety of sports such 
as soccer and lacrosse as well as recreational games such as 
ultimate Frisbee.  

PAVILIONS

Pavilions are located throughout the park to provide shelter for 
a variety of events both large and small.  These pavilions can 
be rented to the public for a variety of events such as birthday 
parties and family reunions and can also be utilized during sports 
or other park events.  The various locations of the pavilions and 
proximity to other amenities such as the playground, sports fields 
and waterfront park will give visitor a variety of locations to 
choose from and can provide a source of additional revenue 
for the City.  
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WATERFRONT RESTAURANT

Located adjacent to the waterfront park, the restaurant development 
will have direct access to the lakefront and views out over the lake.  The 
development is also located in proximity to other site amenities such as the 
Festival Street and convenient parking.

Master Plan
Site

RAIN GARDENS

Rain Gardens are strategically placed throughout the park to serve as 
areas for stormwater collection and exfiltration.  These areas are functional 
but also give an opportunity to incorporate lush plantings throughout the 
park to become a true park amenity.  The rain gardens will be planted with 
native ornamental grasses, wildflowers, shrubs and trees that can tolerate  
periods of water inundation.  
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LAKE EDGE RESTORATION 

The Master Plan for Chain of Lakes Park includes 
restoration along the entire lake edge adjacent 
to the park.  This restoration will include dredging 
to provide a clean edge along the waterfront 
park portion of the park and will include wetland 
mitigation and naturalize stormwater collection 
areas along the remainder of the lake edge.  These 
treatments will provide a variety of environments 
and experiences for park visitors in relationship to the 
water and lakefront edge.  

Master Plan
Site 
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TRAIL CONNECTIONS

The opportunity for a number of unique trail connections to and through the COLP site will be an 
exciting benefit of this project to the City’s residents and visitors.  

Park visitors will enjoy the beautiful restored lake edge via the lakefront park and  a variety of non-
motorized paths that connect the interior site amenities to each other.  The lake edge boardwalk 
and trail connect to trail extensions throughout the site, making traveling from one amenity to 
another by foot or bicycle a pleasant and safe recreational experience.

The onsite trail system also connects the COLP site to the external City and other planned offsite 
trail systems for multiple non-motorized modes of travel.  The main exterior non-motorized access 
point is located at the entrance at Cletus Allen Drive.  This entrance will be reconfigured with 
a landscaped space planned to accommodate the connection of the onsite trail to a future 
pedestrian bridge crossing over Cypress Gardens Boulevard to 2nd Street SW.  This ped bridge will 
provide an opportunity to connect with a future trail extension coming south from the City’s  3rd 
Street Trail which currently terminates at Avenue G.

A second exterior trail access point at the new Field House entrance drive on US 17 provides direct 
access into the Field House parking and main lobby area, or continued access along the loop 
road into the interior of the park site.  This route arrives at the central round-about where one 
may walk or ride the trail south to the baseball complex and lake edge areas, or east via the 

Master Plan
Site

picturesque Festival Street to the lakefront park, dock, and restaurant, or 
north along the pedestrian plaza between the Field House and the Grand 
Commons and up along the Aquatics Center to the Cletus Allen Drive 
entrance and pedestrian bridge described above.  Pedestrian access with 
crosswalks across Landings Boulevard is also conveniently provided to the 
Starbucks, Panera, and Chick-Fil-A stores, and on to 1st Street and Cypress 
Gardens Boulevard via the existing sidewalk system, or via the rear access 
and parking lots of the bedding retailer, restaurants, hotels to the east.

This same exterior trail access point on US 17 also runs south from the new 
Field House entrance to a loop connection that will either bring travelers 
east into the lakefront amenities of the site or allow continued travel 
south along US 17 to the southwest corner of the COLP site.  Here, at the 
southwest corner of the site, is an exciting opportunity for extending the 
City’s trail system to southeast Winter Haven and the LEGOLAND Florida 
Resort.  The City owns property on the south side of the Shipp/Lulu canal 
which is contiguous to the proposed “Harmony on Lake Eloise” mixed use 
community.  This community is planned with a pedestrian trail that would 
extend from the City’s property southeast through a bermed wetland 
system on the south side of Lake Lulu then along Shell and Croton Roads 
to the CSX rail line,  all the way south to the southern limit of the Harmony 
property line near the intersection of Eloise Loop Road and West Lake Eloise 
Drive.  The community is also planned with internal trails and sidewalks that 
will connect the trail from along the railroad throughout the development 
to a lakefront park on Lake Lulu, directly across from LEGOLAND Florida 
Resort.  Preliminary plans include a dock for a water taxi service that could 
transport pedestrians and bicycle riders to and from the resort and other 
destinations on the Chain of Lakes, including the Chain of Lakes Park.  
Accomplishing this trail connection would then provide the opportunity for 
a complete non-motorized loop from LEGOLAND to the amenities of the 
COLP and to other external points in the City such as downtown and all it 
has to offer visitors to LEGOLAND.

In addition, the COLP trail terminus at the southwest corner of the site could 
potentially be connected to the west side of US 17 and ultimately to Lake 
Shipp with some creativity, collaboration, and ingenuity.  An existing offsite 
sidewalk/trail currently follows a maintenance bridge that crosses the Shipp/
Lulu canal.  Partnering with FDOT and CSX could possibly enable the City to 
extend a trail along this path over the bridge and along the canal under the 
US 17 overpass to the west side of US 17.  Obstacles include multiple railroad 
track crossings before reaching 7th Street SW, where the City’s W.G. Roe 
Boat Ramp Park and the Harborside Restaurant are located on Lake Shipp.

A third and potential external access point to the site’s trail system is 
provided along the east boundary of the COLP site along the loop road at 
the intersection point with Isle Royal Court SE.  Isle Royal Court SE is a privately 
owned roadway located within the Park Lake residential community that 
currently terminates at the western property line of the condominium 
complex.  Provision of a gated pedestrian and/or vehicular access from 
Park Lake into the COLP site would give access without requiring offsite 
travel and provide an amenity to the many residents of this development.
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EXISTING PARKING

Approximately 240 parking spaces are located around the existing 
Complex and Aquatic Center.  During large events the fields north of 
the maintenance building and east of the Aquatic Center are used 
as overflow parking for up to 975 additional vehicles.

PROPOSED PARKING

The construction of the Field House will remove 52 existing parking 
spaces.  The new Field House parking lot will provide 325 spaces.  The 
Master Plan includes 950 paved spaces and 650 overflow parking 
spaces.

The proposed parking for the Master Plan includes well distributed 
paved parking throughout the park as well as ample turf overflow 
parking for events or tournaments.  Approximately 575 paved spaces 
are located directly adjacent to the Field House and Complex, and 
375 spaces are located along the loop road which is adjacent to the 
sports fields, waterfront park, playground, and waterfront restaurant.  

• Paved Parking: 950 Spaces

• Overflow/Turf Parking: 650 spaces

• Total Parking: 1,600 spaces

CIRCULATION

The Master Plan has been designed with several roundabouts which 
can be used to block and/or restrict vehicular access to certain 
portions of the park while allow both buses and private vehicles to 
turn around after dropping off park visitors. 

Landings Boulevard, located south of the Starbucks, Panera, and 
Chik-Fil-A stores between 1st Street SW and Cletus Allen Drive, 
is a privately owned and maintained roadway which provides 
unrestricted access by the public to these three restaurants as well 
as the COLP site.  The Master Plan anticipates the continued use of 
this roadway.  However, any improvements to the roadway that may 
be proposed would require the permission of the property owner. 

Parking has been distributed throughout the park to allow visitors to 
park near their destination.

Overflow Parking:

650 spaces

Parking Adjacent

to Building:

470 spaces

Parking Along

Entry Drive:

105 spaces

Loop Road Parking:

375 spaces
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Existing Conditions and Recommendations
One of the foremost benefits of the COLP site is its 
location at the hub of busy US 17 and Cypress Gardens 
Boulevard.  It is also one of the challenges of the 
project.  Currently, at peak hours, queue lengths on 
these adjoining roadways often extend between 400 
and 600 feet.  Adding a second northbound right turn 
lane on US 17 and reconfiguring the eastbound left 
turn lanes on Avenue R SW (the extension of Cypress 
Gardens Road on the west side of US 17) will help 
reduce the existing queue lengths.

The redevelopment of the COLP 
provides an opportunity to redistribute 
some of the traffic accessing the site.  
Adding a new main entrance to the 
facilities on US 17 at the existing median 
opening will provide park visitors 
another option to enter the venue.  It is 
recommended that this new entrance 
be constructed as part of the Phase 
One development.

Phase One Conditions and 
Recommendations
Based on the 2019 background 
condition with the Phase One 
project included, congestion of 
nearby intersections with queue 
lengths extending past the 
designated turn lanes contributes 
to the number of accidents 
near Cletus Allen Drive (2nd 
Street SW).  The recommended 
modification of the site entrance 
at Cletus Allen Drive to a right-in/
right-out only configuration will 
reduce the number of conflicting 
movements being attempted 
by drivers at the intersection, 
improving traffic flow and public 
safety in the area.
 

The existing and future transportation conditions associated with the redevelopment of the Chain 
of Lakes Park were studied to determine roadway improvements that may be necessary to provide 
adequate access to and from the updated facilities.  The study area focused on the two main 
corridors adjacent to the site, along US 17 and Cypress Gardens Boulevard/SR 540.  Traffic operations 
were analyzed at five intersections near the site for the existing condition scenario as well as for two 
future scenarios based on a forecast of projected traffic conditions with the Phase One development 
(2019) and with the ultimate park buildout (2027).  The following recommendations were then made 
to alleviate deficiencies in level of service for the study area.

Property along the south side of Cypress 
Gardens Boulevard along the frontage 
of Chick-Fil-A, Panera, and Starbucks 
has been dedicated to the City for use 
as an eastbound right turn lane.  It is 
recommended that this improvement 
be constructed to improve traffic flow 
through the 1st Street intersection.  This 
improvement could be constructed 
at any time funding is available, as 
part of Phase 1, or concurrently with 
construction of the loop road portion 
of the ultimate buildout.
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VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN SITE ACCESS
Historically, vehicular access to the park has been from Cypress Gardens 
Boulevard at Cletus Allen Drive and 1st Street.   A proposed third entry on US 
17 will allow visitors another option to access the new Field House without 
competing with the heavy commercial traffic generated by the three 
restaurants (Starbucks, Panera, and Chick-Fil-A between Cletus Allen Drive 
and 1st Street.
The City of Winter Haven’s award winning Chain of Lakes Trail network does 
not yet extend south to the Site from its current terminus south of downtown 
at Avenue G SW.  The Master Plan includes paths and trails throughout 
the park, along the waterfront, and connecting to offsite trails via multiple 
locations as shown in the Master Plan. 

INTERNAL CIRCULATION, VISITOR ACCESS, SECURITY
Existing internal vehicular circulation within the Site is disjointed and unclear.  
The turning radii do not easily accommodate the frequent bus traffic.  The 
Master Plan smooths out the preferred travel routes and has larger turning 
radii for buses and delivery vehicles.  Improved signage and wayfinding will 
help visitors find their destination within the park.

Existing ADA access to the theatre and art gallery is difficult to navigate; 
however, the new Field House entrance improvements will also serve as 
an ADA compliant access point for the theatre and art gallery.  Parking 
has been distributed throughout the park to allow visitors to park near their 
destination.

The Master Plan has been designed with several roundabouts which can 
be used to block and/or restrict vehicular access to certain portions of 
the park while allow both buses and private vehicles to turn around after 
dropping off park visitors.  Fencing and gates will continue to be used to 
control vehicular access to restricted areas of the park.  

POTABLE WATER/SEWER/FIRE
Potable water, sanitary sewer, and fire protection will be provided for the 
new Field House  and other new park facilities via existing potable water and 
sewer lines and connections available onsite.  Public access reuse water is 
also available, and additional capacity is being planned by the City.  A 
master sanitary lift station, raw water supply well, and reclaimed water trunk 
line are located within the park parcel and have been accounted for in 
the Master Plan to help avoid potential conflicts.

LAKEFRONT
The soils along the shore of Lake Lulu are classified as wetland soils, although 
the existing exotic and nuisance vegetation block the view of the lake.  
As part of mitigation for the wetland impacts associated with construction 
of the boardwalk, beach, and docks, the non-native vegetation and 
sediments will likely need to be removed.  Native wetland species are 
proposed to be planted along the shore and in the proposed stormwater 
management area.  Depending on the City’s budget and data gathered 
during design, it may also be determined to be necessary to remove a 
portion of the muck and soils along the shoreline to enhance aesthetics, 
vegetative quality, and boat access to the Site.
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SOILS
One of the most challenging aspects of redeveloping this Site is the extent and depth 
of organic and debris-laden, unsuitable soils.  Preliminary geotechnical investigations 
performed by others reveal highly compressible organic soils on the southern portion 
of the Site.  This could have significant implications for site development costs if a 
decision is made to raise the elevation of the southern ballfields (approximately 4 to 5 
feet) and eliminate the southern berm adjacent to Lake Lulu to accomplish positive 
drainage.  The soils will either need to be compressed by surcharging (pre-loading the 
areas of concern by using an earth fill pile above the desired final grade), or the design 
of future park features will need to take into consideration the gradual compression 
and settlement of the soils.  For surcharging, the areas of muck would need to be 
taken out of use for 6 to 12 months.  An alternative is to continue to incur the relatively 
high maintenance costs of the baseball fields and construct new structures (dug-outs, 
concessions, light poles, etc.) on pile foundations with structural slabs.
Exploratory soil borings and anecdotal reports by others indicate much of the rubble 
from the old wastewater treatment plant demolition is still on the site, buried south of 
the existing Complex building.   The design of new building foundations will need to 
accommodate the subsurface conditions, and/or the area may need to be stabilized.  
Additional subsurface exploration should be conducted in this area prior to start of 
foundation design for the new Field House and any other structures.

FLOODPLAIN
The southern portion of the property falls within the 100-year floodplain.  Compensating 
storage may be needed to provide for fill placed within this area that results in a loss 
of historic storage volume.

WETLANDS
The soils along the shore of the lake are classified as wetland soils, although the existing 
exotic and nuisance vegetation block the view of the lake.  As part of mitigation 
for the wetland impacts associated with construction of the boardwalk, beach, and 
docks, the non-native vegetation and sediments are proposed to be removed.  Native 
wetland species will also be planted in the proposed stormwater management area.

CONTAMINATION
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessments previously performed on the Site by HSA 
Golden listed possible contamination near the old wastewater treatment plant tanks, 
former underground storage tanks, above ground storage tanks, the ballfield areas, 
and areas of former citrus grove.  The report also mentions known impacts to the 
groundwater from Vigoro Industries on the west side of US 17.  The Site is an area that 
has been designated as a “Brownfield Area” to incentivize environment rehabilitation 
and economic development of contaminated or perceived contaminated lands.

Source: US Fish and Wildlife Service 
 National Wetland Inventory

Source: Polk County Flood Zone Viewer

Source:  USDA National Resource Conservation 
 Service Web Soil Survey
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EXISTING CONDITIONS – LAKE LULU

The property is located on the shores of Lake Lulu, which is one of 16 
interconnected lakes comprising the Southern Chain of Lakes.  The 
lake has been eutrophic (nutrient rich) since at least the early 1970’s 
and exhibits classic eutrophic features such as a soft bottom, murky 
waters, and fertile soils.  While the organic rich muck soils are native, 
the excessive nutrients in the stormwater runoff have contributed to 
the presence of exotic and nuisance vegetation along the shore.  

Although Lake Lulu itself is not on the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection’s list of Impaired Waterbodies, Lake Lulu 
Run, which enters Lake Lulu on the southwestern portion of the lake, 
is listed for excessive nutrients, low dissolved oxygen, and high fecal 
coliform counts.

The City of Winter Haven has an alum injection pilot project located 
near the eastern property line to help improve water quality in the 
urban stormwater runoff prior to discharge to Lake Lulu.  Equipment 
and the alum storage tank are located north of the spring training 
facility near the eastern property line.   A 6-inch HDPE floc suction 
line runs from the discharge sump into a sanitary sewer manhole just 
west of the spring training facility. 

EXISTING CONDITIONS - STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Stormwater runoff from the existing Complex southern parking area 
is treated and attenuated in a small dry detention area located 
near the dumpster enclosure.   Discharge from the pond’s control 
structure is to the south through a piped conveyance system.

The new permitted master lift station retention pond and swales are 
anticipated to be constructed within the next 12 months.  The pond 
will be located west of the new master lift station.  The swale will be 
located along the north side of the lift station access drive.

The western ballfields are kept dry by an underdrain and ditch 
system, lift stations, and sump pumps located on the interior of the 
existing dike along the Lake Lulu shoreline.  This system is currently 
necessary to maintain drainage of the ballfields which are 4 to 5 
feet below the water level of the lake.  The stormwater conveyance 
system for the spring training facility area runs along the north and 
east side of the stadium.

Stormwater runoff from the commercial parcels north of the northeast 
corner of the Site is treated and attenuated by a dry detention pond 
along the south side of Landings Boulevard. 
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PROPOSED STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Pre-application meetings were held with Southwest Florida Water 
Management District staff on December 22, 2016 and with the Florida 
Department of Transportation on April 20, 2017.   Redevelopment of 
the Site will be required to meet a “net improvement” standard.  
The City has expressed a desire to fill and raise the ballfields with 
4 to 5 feet of soils to create a naturally draining site and thereby 
eliminate the current underdrain system.  However, this decision will 
likely be driven ultimately by the available budget and regulatory 
requirements.
Historic runoff from FDOT right-of-way will need to be maintained.
The lakefront stormwater management area in the Master Plan 
includes replacing the southern two ballfields with a created wetland 
to provide additional water quality treatment prior to discharge into 
Lake Lulu.  The created wetland will also provide wetland mitigation 
opportunities for some of the proposed wetland impacts anticipated 
as a result of the waterfront development.  A trail along the existing 
berm will provide educational opportunities for park visitors. 
The created wetland will be sized to compensate for the attenuation 
and treatment provided by the existing Complex, commercial 
area, and Master Lift Station dry detention areas.  Rain gardens 
located throughout the park will provide additional treatment and 
attenuation.
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Market Assessment

The purpose of the market assessment is to provide analysis and 
observations related to the limitations of existing facilities and opportunities 
for enhanced/new facilities as well as to assist in prioritizing future facility 
needs from a market perspective; not to provide a detailed, stand-alone 
evaluation for each project component under consideration as part of the 
master planning effort.  For instance, while we obtained direct feedback 
from multiple stakeholders including City staff, management and staff at 
COLP, PCTSM, a select number of existing users of COLP and community 
leaders regarding the adequacy of existing facilities to meet their future 
needs and required/desired future programmatic requirements, we did 
not conduct a comprehensive survey of potential users of enhanced/new 
facilities. 
 
The full report discusses various supply and demand factors that may 
influence the type and amount of event activity at any enhanced/new 
facilities at COLP including local market conditions, supply of area facilities, 
industry trends, and data from comparable facilities to the proposed new 
Field House.  Based on the primary and secondary research conducted for 
this study, the following summarizes relative strengths, challenges/threats, 
and opportunities associated with enhanced/new facilities at COLP.

Strengths
• Central location within the State
• Proximity of COLP to Lake Lulu, visitor amenities and attractions such 

as LEGOLAND
• Growing tourism industry at both the State and local levels
• Existing base of business at COLP and in the County

Challenges/Threats
• Age, condition, aesthetics and configuration/layout of buildings, fields 

and campus as a whole
• Date and space availability are limited at existing facilities
• Accessibility to the site from stressed roads
• Competitive supply of well-established facilities and programs 

throughout the State
• Price sensitivity for certain user groups

Opportunities
• Ability to better meet growing residential need for recreational and 

community uses
• Increase/broaden programming and diversify user base
• Grow existing event base and product offerings
• Draw more out-of-town attendees and extend their length of stay 

resulting in more economic activity

• Create a more user-friendly, campus setting that maximizes all of 
COLP’s assets

• Potential for multiple funding partners
• Serve as the training/practice facility for the NBA Orlando Magic 

D-League affiliate

 
The following general criteria were used to assist in prioritizing enhanced/
new facilities at COLP from a market perspective: community need; market 
niche opportunities; complementary use with existing COLP assets; ability 
to serve multiple demand segments; revenue generation potential in terms 
of gross income; revenue generation potential derived from new and/or 
enhanced facilities; and potential to generate economic/fiscal impact.

Using this general evaluation criteria and the market research conducted as 
part of this analysis, the following table summarizes observations regarding 
potential market opportunities for enhanced/new facilities as well as the 
relative development priority.

Market research indicates that demand exists for both new construction 
and enhancements to existing COLP facilities, particularly for a new 
multi-purpose Field House, enhanced/additional meeting space, and 
waterfront development/activation such as a restaurant/bar.  Further, 
research suggests that the highest priority, from a market perspective, is 
for a new multi-purpose Field House.  If constructed, this facility should be 
flexible so that it can accommodate multiple demand segments and meet 
multiple community and economic development objectives including 
accommodating more community recreational needs and attracting new 
activity (e.g., sports tournaments/competitions, conventions/meetings, 
etc.) that draws out-of-town attendees who generate hotel room nights 
and produce other economic and fiscal benefits to the area. 
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Economic Assessment

Based on the preferred development strategy agreed to by the City, and 
specifically the projects included in Phase 1, the economic assessment 
focuses on providing a hypothetical, order-of-magnitude estimate 
of incremental new operating revenues and expenses before taxes, 
depreciation, and debt service for a proposed new Field House for a 
stabilized year of operations. 

Program
The general program for the recommended new Field House includes 
six (6) full-size basketball courts that can also accommodate volleyball 
courts along with spectator seating and supporting amenities outlined 
in more detail in the Master Plan. Project cost estimates associated with 
the proposed new Field House are approximately $21.8 million based on 
estimates provided by Pennoni. These total project cost estimates include 
building and construction costs as well as allowances for construction 
contingency, design fees and furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E).  

Event Activity
The financial and economic/fiscal impact analyses are based on several 
factors including a hypothetical estimate of usage/event activity that was 
developed from the research in the market analysis including input from 
the client group, market characteristics, historical activity in the community, 
input from area stakeholders and other potential demand generators, 
information on comparable facilities as well as other research.  In addition, 
the City, County and PCTSM have a solid track record of successfully hosting 
and servicing large events in the market.  

Overall utilization at any facility is typically dependent on multiple factors 
(e.g., market size; accessibility; nearby amenities; size, configuration and 
quality of the facilities offered; effectiveness of the management team in 
booking the facility; date availability; cost, etc.) and is rarely consistent.  For 
instance, one year the facility may attract a greater number of basketball 
tournaments whereas another year it may attract more volleyball 
tournaments.  

Annual usage at the proposed new Field House is estimated to range from 
265 to 336 event days that generate between 272,000 and 317,000 total 
attendee days in a stabilized year of operations.  Event activity includes 
tournament activity, leagues/camps/clinics (including D-League practices), 
conventions/conferences, consumer/public/expo show and banquets/
social functions.  Multiple event days can occur in one calendar day.  

Based on the estimate of usage, the annual number of hotel room nights 
generated from activities at the proposed new Field House is estimated 
to range from 32,900 to 41,500 in a stabilized year of operation based on 
the assumption that 75% of potential tournament attendees stay overnight 
and average 2.5 people per hotel room. Although not accounted for in this 
analysis, the proposed new Field House’s geographic location, specifically 
the proximity to attractions such as LEGOLAND, provides an opportunity to 

capture additional overnight stays either from attendees extending their 
stay or returning for a separate vacation.  All of these room nights are not 
assumed to be incremental given that some tournament activity is currently 
occurring in the area.  

Impact to Financial Operations

Based on the assumptions outlined in the full report, it is estimated the 
proposed new Field House will realize an operating loss of approximately 
$150,000 in terms of operating revenues and operating expenses before 
taxes, debt service and depreciation in a stabilized year of operation.  In 
addition, it is recommended that the City plan for an annual payment 
specifically designated as a reserve for replacement fund to safeguard the 
investment and cover any extraordinary annual/future capital repairs or 
improvements to the facility.  

 

The economic assessment is based on several key assumptions that are 
outlined in the full report.   For instance, it is assumed that the proposed 
new Field House will be owned and operated by the City.  Incremental 
new staff will be added to assist in operating the proposed new Field 
House which will be augmented by personnel from PCTSM who specialize 
in marketing/management of events and have established contacts and 
strong relationships with regional/national sporting event promoters and 
producers as well as meeting planners.  The mission statement and booking 
policy should appropriately support the City’s operating objectives for 
the Field House and a high level of customer service will be provided.  
Supporting infrastructure continues to be enhanced (e.g., vehicular access, 
hotel supply, etc.) at COLP.  

This analysis represents an incremental net revenue and expense 
assessment and is subject to change depending on the actual building 
program constructed, contractual agreements with tenants and service 
providers, as well as further refinements regarding operating strategies at 
the proposed new Field House.
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Economic and Fiscal Impacts

The following table summarizes the estimated annual economic impacts 
generated from on-going operations of the proposed new Field House in 
terms of direct, indirect/induced and total spending, total jobs and total 
earnings.

 

Other qualitative economic benefits associated with developing the 
proposed new Field House include, but are not limited to: enhancing the 
quality of life to area residents; enhancing the area’s image as a destination 
by increasing its amenities; providing an attractive venue for area residents 
and out-of-town visitors; fostering the development of elite-level sport 
participants in the area; broadening market reach to new visitors; attracting 
visitors during off-peak months; receiving increased media exposure through 
hosting regional and national event activity; and serving as a catalyst for 
future development in the area.

Annual fiscal impacts (or tax revenues) generated from on-going operations 
of the proposed new Field House are estimated to range from approximately 
$462,000 to $584,000 in Polk County and $922,000 to $1.2 million at the State 
level.   

 

Although not quantified in this analysis, construction costs associated with 
development of the proposed new Field House would provide additional 
economic and fiscal impacts to the City of Winter Haven, Polk County, and 
the State during the construction period.
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Throughout the Discovery and Design phases, the design team 
worked thoughtfully and diligently with input from the City to craft 
a Master Plan that will maximize the use of the site and the unique 
features of this location for the existing stakeholders and users, as well 
as the future citizens, visitors, and event planners that will continue 
to bring life and activity to this iconic facility in the years to come.  
Although no specific budget was set for the ultimate Master Plan 
buildout, the Phase 1 budget was stated at $18 to $21 million.  Based 
on the stakeholder input and programming sessions, an iterative 
design process was employed to arrive at the following preliminary 
Ultimate Buildout and Phase 1 budgets.  Throughout development 
of the Master and Phase 1 plans, estimated costs were generated 
by the applicable design team members and then were vetted by 
multiple outside sources including suppliers and contractors.

It should be noted that several special purpose Master Plan 
alternatives were generated for consideration by the City, but 
were not included in the Ultimate Buildout budget.  Illustrated on 
the following pages, Alternative #1 illustrates a potential future 
4-court Field House expansion adjacent to the proposed Phase 1 
Field House, together with a parking deck that replaces the surface 
parking that would be removed to accommodate the building 
expansion.  Alternative #2 shows one concept for how the planned  
multipurpose field and overflow grass parking area in the northeast 
corner of the site could be developed with commercial uses and an 
associated parking deck to accommodate both the commercial 
uses and parking for the overall park facility that would be displaced 
by the commercial development.  

Ultimate Buildout costs  could vary depending on factors that may 
emerge after detailed site investigations are performed during 
design (i.e. soils and foundation requirements, environmental 
considerations, etc.) or based on decisions related to the quality and 
quantity of project elements to be included as well as fluctuating 
construction costs.  
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ALTERNATIVE #1 - 
FIELD HOUSE EXPANSION AND PARKING DECK

The first Alternative to the overall Master Plan shows the potential for the 
Field House Expansion and associated parking deck instead of the surface 
parking area.  The placement of this expansion still allows for the existing 
Maintenance Building to remain on site and remain fully functional.  The 
Field House expansion can provide four additional courts and the parking 
deck provides 85 spaces per level.  

   

FIELD HOUSE 
EXPANSION

PARKING 
DECK
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ALTERNATIVE #2 - 
COMMERCIAL AND HOTEL DEVELOPMENT

The second Master Plan alternative provides a hotel and retail/commercial 
development within the Chain of Lakes Park.  This development would be 
located on the east side of the park adjacent to the existing outparcel 
developments along Cypress Gardens Blvd.  A parking deck would be 
needed to provide the required parking for the retail and to provide parking 
for the park displaced by the commercial development.  The hotel would 
overlook the commons space and have views to the lake.  This proposed 
site development provides 160 surface parking spaces and 185 parking 
spaces per deck level.  
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7 PHASE ONE DEVELOPMENT

The Phase One plan centers around the construction of the Field House 
and supporting site and infrastructure components needed to allow the 
Field House and existing facilities to function.  Phase One establishes a 
clear point of entry to the Chain of Lakes facility with a porte cochere / 
shaded dropoff point that leads into a centralized lobby area featuring a 
reception area, an elevator, and a concession stand. The lobby will lead 
to a two-story concourse overlooking the interior of the field house, and 
will act as the spine of the building, offering connectivity to the D-League 
training facilities and potential future phases.   The multi-use field house 
will feature an arena-style court surrounded by a second-level rubberized 
track that doubles as spectator space. Additionally, the second level will 
feature improved accessibility and functionality of the theatre area. 
   

FIELD 
HOUSE 
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1. Porte Cochere/Covered Entry

2. Central Lobby

3. Snacks/Concessions

4. Elevator

5. Concourse/Simple	Circulation

6. D-League	Training	Room	&	Facilities

7. Misc. Support Spaces

8. Arena Style Court

9. Multi-Use	Field	House
5
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Key Features
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CENTRALIZED LOBBY

PORTE COCHERE  / COVERED ENTRY

ARENA-STYLE COURT

FIELD HOUSE D-LEAGUE BASKETBALL FACILITIES

GLASS WALL IN FIELD HOUSE 
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Architecture - 2nd Level

1. 	 Concourse/Viewing	Platform

2.  Elevator

3.  Improved Accessibility/Entry to Theater

4.  Misc. Support Spaces

5.  2nd Floor Track / Viewing     

	 Platform

4

3

2

1
5

Key Features

IMPROVED THEATRE ENTRANCE INDOOR TRACK 

TWO STORY CONCOURSE

4

3

2

1
5
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In order to provide the level of cost data needed by the City for 
the Master Plan, estimated costs for the Phase One plan were 
determined based on a detailed yet still conceptual architectural 
building footprint for Phase One, as described in the previous 
pages.  For these purposes, the following spaces are estimated to 
be included within in the Phase One building footprint, and these 
estimated square footages were used as the basis of the budget 
information generated for Phase One, given below.  

Entry and Lobby Areas with Support Spaces:                   10,600 sf
Field House with Indoor Track and Support Spaces:        74,000 sf
Two-Story Concourse with D-League Spaces:                  15,300 sf

In addition, the Phase One plan and budget provides a total of 545 
paved parking spaces – 270 existing parking spaces on the north 
side of the existing Complex, plus 275 additional parking spaces with 
the proposed parking lot to the southwest of the Field House. 

Finally, estimated costs for the improvements needed to provide 
a new access to the Phase One facility via US 17 were included.  
These costs do not include a signal at the intersection because 
the Phase One development does not meet the warrants for a 
signal for projected 2019 conditions when the facility will become 
operational.  Estimated costs for the future signal (to be constructed 
when warranted) and the other off-site road improvements 
identified by the traffic analysis are provided in the full report.  These 
costs are not included in the estimated Phase One budget provided 
below as they are not necessitated by the construction of the Field 
House.  In addition, it is anticipated that some of these off-site road 
improvements could be funded via external sources.

The costs below are shown in 2017 dollars and escalated to 2018 
dollars, assuming Phase One costs will be realized beginning in 2018.

Phase One costs  could vary depending on factors that may emerge 
after detailed site investigations are performed during design (i.e. 
soils and foundation requirements, environmental considerations, 
etc.) or based on decisions related to the quality and quantity of 
project elements to be included as well as fluctuating construction 
costs.  

FIELD 
HOUSE 
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